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Daley takes on trade pact

)3

DAVID RAMEY Lodge, I Tomos photo

Roger WitherIngton of Crouch Construction works inside the Murray Middle School building on Wednesday. Despite the construction, school started at the building today.

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is handing the job of
selling the controversial Mexico
trade agreement to Chicago
lawyer William Daley, a shrewd
negotiator with longstanding ties
to the labor unions that vehemently oppose the pact.
Clinton planned to name Daley
as his "NAFTA czar" today
before leaving Washington for an
11-day vacation on Martha's Vineyard. according to two White
House officials who spoke Wednesday on condition of
anonymity.
The 44-year-old attorney is the
son of the late Richard J. Daley,
Chicago's mayor of 21 years, and
the brother of current Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley.
Clinton inherited the North
American Free Trade Agreement
from the Bush administration and
plans to seek congressional
approval this fall now that he has
negotiated side agreements on

paign against the trade deal.
With promised Republican
help, Clinton appears to have the
votes to win Senate approval, but
the outlook is more uncertain in
the House, where much of the
Democratic leadership is opposed
to NAFTA.
Daley's job will be to navigate
those treacherous waters, trying
to win passage of the trade agreement without, causing too much
internal friction within the Democratic Party.
He is known as a shrewd political operative and negotiator with
solid relations with labor unions
stemming from his political ties
and tenure as president of Chicago's Amalgamated Bank, which
was founded in 1922 by the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America.

labor and environmental standards with Mexico and Canada.
Those deals were designed to
allay the fears of labor unions
that have protested that Mexican
workers are exploited with low
wages and lousy work conditions,
and of environmentalists who say
the country's manufacturers put
profits over environmental
protection.
"Nothing like this has ever
been found in a trade agreement
before," Clinton said of the side
agreements. The provisions allow
for sanctions if Mexico fails to
keeps its end of the bargain and
"ensures that workers on both
sides of our border can benefit,"
Clinton said.
But labor and its top allies in
Congress were not swayed by the
side agreements and have vowed
to defeat the trade pact when
Clinton submits it for ratification.
They have a vocal airy in Ross
Perot, the Texas businessman and
1992 independent presidential
candidate who is running a cam-

While it opposes NAFTA,"the
labor movement never holds anything against the other team's
foot soldiers," said AFL-CIO
II See Page 2
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
School opened at Murray
Middle School this morning -despite a rather anxious summer.
Workers scurried Wednesday
to try artd ftnish as much work as
they could before school opened
today. Even so, the first few days
of school promise to be more
hectic than normal at Murray
Middle.
The historic building was renovated this summer, and crews
have rulhed to finish six months
of work in three months.
As of Wednesday night, they
were still working. And according to acting superintendent Willie Jackson, the crews from
Crouch Construction will keep
working — after school and on
weekends.
"We're going to be about 95
percent ready," Jackson said.
"It's obvious that there still is
some work to be done."

Sack lunches will be served
Jackson said teachers arc makuntil .cafeteria equipment can be ing the hest with what they have.
installed over the weekend. The
"There's a lot of apprehenstairwells at the school have been sion," Jackson admitted. "They
painted — but there are no treads want two or three days to get
on the stairs. The carpet is cov- ready. But it was really important
ered_with plasik...covering wbilc that we open on time. And teachworkers are still trying to finish ers arc going to be teaching
up painting.
tomorrow. And that's what is
"We're working on carpet. important."
painting, plumbing and electrical
He also said he understood
things," Jackson said Wednesday. some of the concerns of the staff.
"And we hope to have those done
"Teachers by profession are
as, soon as possible."
There is miming water in the perfccfionists," Jackson said.
building, but Many of the rooms "They want things perfect. I wish
don't have chalkboards. A lot of we had things perfect."
teaching supplies are still in storPat Seiber, principal at Murray
age, and will have to be dug out
School, said the staff has
Middle
over the last couple of days.
understanding.
been
Wednesday afternoon, the
gymnasium was still full of
"Everyone's had a great attitables, chairs and desks.
tude." Seiber said. "We're just
For example, Jackson said the excited to be in the building. I
desk and tabletops for the science wish the building was complete.
rooms are in, but the bases aren't But we're going to have instruction going on."
in yet.

Israeli warplanes
raid guerrilla sites
SHIHEEN, Lebanon (AP) — Shiite Muslim guerrillas killed at
least seven Israeli soldiers today and wounded two in south
Lebanon, and Israeli warplanes attacked guerrilla bases in
retaliation.
The bombings and ambush was one of the deadliest single
assaults on Israeli soldiers in Israel's self-declared "security
zone." It came less than two weeks before Arab-Israeli peace
talks are to resume in Washington.
In Israel, a source said Israeli jet fighters attacked three
Shiite guerrilla bases in eastern Lebanon's Bekaa valley. There
was no immediate word on casualties or damage.
Islamic Resistance, the military wing of Hezbollah, said in a
statement in Beirut that its guerrillas carried out the assault to
mark the 24th anniversary of an arson attack on Jerusalem's alAqsa Mosque, Islam's third-holiest shrine.
Hezbollah, or Party of God, is a fundamentalist Shiitc
Muslim group backed by Iran. Hezbollah seeks to sabotage the
U.S.-sposored Middle East peace talks, scheduled to resume
Aug. 31.
Several security sources in south Lebanon, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said eight Israeli soldiers were killed
and four wounded. But in Israel, sources who insisted on
anonymity said the toll was seven dead and two wounded.

affairs at Murray Stale University. the Ledger & Times
has granted anonymity to
some sources.
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writor

When Murray State University President Dr. Kate
Stroup's contract Was not
renewed in May of 1989,
Stroup said she was sorry
things didn't work out.
After an 8-2 vote of the
university board of regents,
she then made a prediction
a prediction which seems
rather prophetic given the
recent battles of her successor,
Ronald J. Kurth and the board
of regents.
"I think it says more about
the future direction of the university than it does about
Kale Stroup," she said.
After being dismissed with
more than a year remaining
on her seven-year contract,
Stroup and the regents worked
out a sabbatical agreement,

the

In a five-part
series. reporters
Amy Wilson and
David Ramey will
examine the current situation at
Murray State University. as well as
look back at
presidential conflicts during the
last 12 years.

A

Part III of a five-part series
with Stroup representing Mur1983, after the board of
ray State at the Washington
regents and her predecessor,
office of the American AssociDr. Constantine Curls, had
ation of State Colleges and
been locked in a struggle for
Universities.
29 months.
The Kansas native then was
After three years. Stroup
named president at Southeast
was in a similiar situation. In
Missouri State University in
1986, the board of regents
Cape Girardcau, Mo. in 1990,
deadlocked 5-5 on a contract
where she currently serves.
Stroup arrived in Murray in • See Page 2

Yeltsin warns:
Russia could
face second coup

RARIN' TO GO

continued and even intensified,
he told a nationally televised
news conference in the Kremlin.
"There is a deep split, a crisis
that threatens not only the national interests of Russia, but the
tranquility of world society." he
said.
"I, as president, stand before a
choice today: either to carry out
the will of the people, who have
spoken in support of continuing
reforms, Or to &HOW the Supreme
Soviet, against the will of the
people, to ignore the opinion of
the nation and destroy Russia's
statehood," he said.

MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin, speaking on the
second anniversary of the failed
coup by Soviet hard-liners,
warned today that RUSSIA still
could face "a reactionary turnaround" that would reverse all his
reforms.

Yeltsin said the danger comes
from his opponents in the Congress of People's Deputies and
smaller standing legislature, the
Supreme Soviet, who "routinely
pass laws and amendments that
not only brake but block
Aker WILSON/Um:kw I Times photo

Students In Beverly Galloway's primary class at North Elementary
tuck sway the memories of summer vacation as they head beck to
the classroom.

reforms."

Despite his victory in an April
referendum on his free-market
policies, the political battle has

O See Page 2
••••

MEETINGS
II Murray City Council w• meet in
special session and conduct a public
hearing on proposed tax rates Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in council chambers of City

Han

EVENTS
II Hamlet will be presented at the
Playhouse in the Park at 8 p.m. The
Show WI continue this week and Aug
27-29. Tonight's performance is free
•A Renaissance Fair* and Shakespeare Festival will continue this
weekend at the Playhouse in the Park.
Medieval performances, booths and food
MO be set up near the Playhouse beginning Saturday morning

SPORTS

I

BRIEFLY...
FORECAST

CONTENTS

Jimmie Johnson is concerned as Ns
Dallas Cowboys prepare to defend their
Super Bowl championship — despite the
distractions.
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•Stroup's...

REPORTS

FROM PAGE 1

It

renewal before she was finally
granted a contract extension
by a razor-thin margin of 6-4.
But between 1986 and 1989,
changes in the board of
regents — a constant companion of the Stroup administration — brought an end to the
situation.
A total of 32 members
served on the board of regents
during Stroup's tenure, but it
was the last five that brought
the most attention.
Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson appointed five members
to the board during the Stroup
controversy — and all five
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FROM PAGE 1
Yeltsin reiterated his determination to call elections for a new
parliament this fall, even though
the current constitution does not
give him that power.
Although he has been plagued
Murray
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the administration of Gov.
Martha Layne Collins to guarantee funding).
*Development of thel National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America on campus, raising
more than S2.5 million in private funds for the project.
A week before Stroup's
contract vote came up in
1989, the MSU Foundation
passed a resolution supporting
her, but faculty were split on
the matter. Faculty regent Dr.
James Hammack ended up voting against Stroup's contract,
citing the division at the
university.
Ironically, on the day
regents voted not to renew
Stroup's contract. they also
approved a 6.9 percent faculty
and staff wage increase.
With a year left on her
contract at the time of the
vote, Stroup and the board
went most of the summer of
1989 before working out an
agreement that Stroup would
leave on sabbatical anq Dr.
Jim Booth would serve as acting president.
And for the second time in
less than a decade, Murray
State was looking for a new
president.
"I think Dr. Stroup had
something in mind for the
university," said the former
regent. "She had a plan. But
things just didn't work out."

•Russia...

- I ,1

11

and local influence," said one
MSU official. "She just didn't
work well with the 'good old
boys' around here. And she
was a woman, and I think
that hurt her.
"She alientated some very
important people in this town.
And they put a lot of political pressure on her."
A former regent agreed that
her relationship with the Murray community hurt Stroup.
"From the perspective of
some of the community leadership in Murray, something
wasn't working," said the
regent. "They view the
president of Murray State as a
major pan of the community.
And they didn't see Dr.
Stroup that way."
Attempts to reach Stroup for
this story were unsuccessful.
But during her administration
at Murray State, her supporters
pointed to her successes as
president:
•Raised admission standards.
•Emphasized national accreditation of academic programs.
*Established Murray State as
the only regional university
with a center of excellence
and an endowed chair from
the Council of Higher
Education.
*Landed state funding for the
new industry and technology
center (and locked the project
in during the final days of
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by recent rumors. of ill health.
Yeltsin looked robust as he spoke
in a slow, firm voice from a
podium in a Kremlin meeting
hall. He read his opening statement from white note cards
clutched in his left hand, which is
missing its index finger from a
childhood accident.
During the August 1991 coup,
hard-line Communists put Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev
under house arrest and announced
that he was ill. They sought to
hold the Soviet Union together by
reimposing old-style rule.
Yeltsin led the opposition to
the putsch. rallying thousands of
Muscovites outside the Russian
parliament building. After three
days, the plot „collapsed and a
counter-revolution began in
which the Communist Party was
disbanded and the Soviet Union
broke into 15 independent states.
"Today Russia is going
through a difficult time. Only
after reforms had really begun
did we realize what a difficult
thing it is," Yeltsin said.
"It's possible there could be a
reactionary turnaround that would
nullify all our efforts since
August 1991. But I am firmly
convinced that this time. too,
Russia and its citizens will not
allow that," he said.
Yeltsin noted that the trial of
the coup plotters has been suspended because of misconduct by
prosecutor Valentin Stepankov,

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
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Insurance
Agency

MURRAY POLICE
Aug. 17

'Three people were injured at approximately 8:25 p.m. on
U S. 641 N near Center Drive J W. Cathey. 64, South Ninth
Street was admitted to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
where he is listed in good condition after the vehicle he was
traveling in on the southbound lane was hit by Jerry L. Stark,
30, Farmer Avenue. Stark apparently pulled into the southbound lane from Riviera Courts and into Cathey's path Passengers in the Stark vehicle, Adam Keister, 24, North Eighth
Street, and Jeff Driver, 30, Rt. 8 Murray, were transported to
the hospital where they were treated and released
Aug. 18
'Charles D Wilson, 36, was arrested and charged with
second-degree criminal mischief, assault on a police officer,
resisting arrest and alcohol intoxication The charges stem
from a call police received on a domestic dispute at 1507
Glendale Road at approximately 4 p.m. Wilson's father, Hugo
Wilson, requested officers remove his intoxicated son from his
residence When officers arrived, Charles Wilson was sitting
inside a vehicle in the garage Witnesses told police following
an argument with his father, Charles Wilson broke every window in the garage and cracked the windshield of a car When
officers approached Wilson, he began cursing After a brief
struggle during which officer Brad Haley received cuts to the
elbow that required medical attention, Charles Wilson was
subdued and taken to jail. Officer Chris Greer also sustained
cuts to the knee but required no treatment The Offender was
not injured.
MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Aug. 18
.Firefighters responded to a call at 300 N. 10th St approximately 12.50 a m. when a light switch began to smoke. Electricity to the switch was turned off. No other damage was
reported.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Aug. 16
'Terry Stubblefield, 28, At 2 Hazel, was arrested on a Marshall County warrant and charged with theft by deception He
was also served a Calloway County warrant for contempt of
court Stubblefield was lodged in the Calloway County Jail
without bond

NEWS

BRIEFS
Storm causes power outages, trees down
A late afternoon storm accompanied by high winds and lightning left
some residents in southern Calloway County without power for more
than three hours.
Large trees were reported over roads near New Concord and Providence, according to the sheriff's department. Lightning apparently set off
alarms at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Briggs and Stratton,
according to reports from the Murray Fire Department.
No injuries or severe property damage was reported.

Judge clears way for tax
on medical care providers
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A judge has refused to halt collection of a 2 percent tax on medical care providers passed during a
special legislative session this summer.
The Kentucky Medical Association sought to bar collection of
the tax until a judge ruled on its constitutionality. Franklin Circuit
Judge Roger Crittenden on Wednesday refused to grant an injunction in the matter, saying doctors had not shown "irreparable
harm." He noted that if they win the case, they could have their
taxes refunded.
He has yet to rule on the constitutionality question. He did say in
Wednesday's ruling that the doctors had raised "substantial questions" about the tax's constitutionality. He said they made a compelling argument that the tax is "special legislation," which is
barred by the constitution.
Crittenden's decision may be appealed, but right now it means
that all health care providers must make their payment for the July
tax by Friday.

III Daley...
FROM PAGE 1
spokesman Rex Hardesty.
The Daley brothers were early
Clinton supporters, helping the
then-Arkansas governor to a critical win in the Illinois Democratic
primary and again to victory
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there in November, the first by a
Democratic candidate in the state
since Lyndon Johnson.
William Daley was then considered for the Clinton Cabinet
and was a finalist for transportation secretary before Clinton
tapped Federico Pena, the former
Denver mayor.
If ratified, the NAFTA would
phase out trade barriers among
Canada, Mexico and the United
States starting Jan. I. The Clinton
administration said this will
increase exports and add 200,000
U.S. jobs in the next two years.
Opponents however, claim
there will be a flood of U.S: Manufacturing jobs running to lowwage Mexico.
Perot is fond of saying the pact
would create "a giant sucking
sound" of American jobs heading south.
"I have a fellow Texan who
says he hears a giant sucking
sound," Treasury Secretary -Lloyd Bentsen said in a speech Tuesday. "He's got a hearing problem." Of labor's objeclion.st
Bentsen said flatly, "They're
wrong."
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members voted against her
request for a contract extension in 1989. The five members also replaced three members of the board who were
strong Stroup supporters.
The firing was done publicly, but without public explanations. Regents only pointed to
"the best interest" of the university in making the decision.
But what came out privately
were two major factors in
addition to the political situation: Stroup's management
style and community relations.
Critics complained that the
president lacked "people skills."
They also complained about her
temperament, and the way she
dealt with employees.
A major complaint also centered around her relationship
with the community — which
really unraveled when the university set up a cooperative
program with Paducah Community College. The move
upset some local residents who
felt that the PCC program
took away from the local
campus.
"She had a big problem
with the local political power
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U.S. warplanes strike air defense station
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NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) —
U.S. warplanes bombed an Iraqi
air defense battery today after
spotting the launch of an antiaircraft missile, the Pentagon
said.
The missile site near the northern city of Mosul was destroyed.
U.S. officials said. Iraq reported
the incident, but did not mention
the missile launch.
At the Pentagon, Marine Lt.
Col. Charles Boyd said U.S. aircraft on patrol over northern Iraq
spotted an SA-3 missile being

launched at them from the missik
site. Two F-16s dropped cluster
bomhs, and two F-15s that were
not on the patrol attacked it with
four laser-guided bombs, Boyd
said.
"The site appears to have been
destroyed." Boyd said. "The
pilots were reacting to a perceived threat upon visibly sighting the SA-3 missile launch."
He said the American planes
were not hit.
A U.S.-led sir force based in
southern Turkey since the end of

the 1991 Persian Gulf War has
been monitoring Baghdad's treatment of its Kurdish population in
northern Iraq. The warplanes fly
daily reconnaissance flights over
a no-fly zone in northern Iraq
carved out to protect the Kurds.
A report from the state-run
Iraqi news agency, monitored in
Nicosia, said Iraqi anti-aircraft
guns opened fire after the bombing and later prevented the U.S.
planes from attacking another
defense battery. According to the

The ti.S. warplanes reivnedly
attempted to approach another
defense battery at 9 40 a m. and
again 30 minutes later. but were

Iraqi anti-aircraft missile site
after the plane was tracked by the
battery's radar.

today near an artillery battery 13
miles west of Mosul around 9
a.m. (2 a.m. EDT).
The report claimed that the aircraft returned about 15 minutes
later and dropped cluster bombs
near civilian and military personnel trying to put out fires started
by the flares. It said one Iraqi
was wounded and two vehicles
were damaged.

The Iraqi News Agency quoted
an Iraqi official as saying U.S.
planes dropped parachute flares

INA said the battery opened
fire on the aircraft, but did not
say whether any were hit.

There was no immediate comment from the Pentagon on this
claim

report, a soldier and a civilian
were wounded in the attack on
Mosul.
The last confirmed attack by
U.S. planes on an Iraqi installation was on July 25, when a U.S.
F-4G fired HARM missile at

Powerbrokers arrive to help break deadlock
GENEVA (AP) — The presidents of Serbia and Croatia, the
main powerbrokers in Bosnia,
arrived today to help mediators
break a deadlock between Bosnia's warring factions on how to
divide up their country.
Drawing the borders that
would carve Bosnia into three
ethnic states is the last major element needed to wrap up a peace
agreement.
"We've got a very real problem on the map, and we'll try and
see if we can resolve it today and
tomorrow," European Commnity
mediator Lord Owen said. But he
said he and U.N. mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg hoped to reach a
peace accord "in the next few

days."
Bosnian President Alija lzetbegovic, who boycotted the talks
for two weeks because Bosnian
Serbs had taken strategic heights
overlooking Sarejevo, joined the
talks despite complaining that
more than 100 Serbs are still on
one peak. Bosnia's Serbs, Croats
and Muslim-led government have
tentatively approved constitutional arrangements for a threerepublic union and a military
accord for disengaging their
forces.
The leaders agreed Wednesday
to put the Bosnian capital Sarajevo under U.N. administration for
up to two years once an overall
settlement goes into effect.

The accord was an amended
version of a document tentatively
approved on Monday and brings
closer the prospect that the Bosnian Serb siege of Sarajevo will
be lifted, said John Mills, spokesman for the peace conference.
Slobodan Miloscvic of Serbia
and Frani° Tudjman of Croatia,
who have joined the talks previously when invited by mediators,
'have an ability to try and focus
all the parties' minds," said
Owen.
Bosnia's Serb and Croat militias have received crucial help
from their ethnic brethren in Serbia and Croatia during the war.
Milosevic said today he hoped

the deadlock over the division of
Bosnia into Serb, Croat and
Muslim states will be resolved
soon and that the talks "will
finally and successfully be
brought to an end." Tudjman
agreed.
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Owen declined to go into detail
about problems over the proposed
maps, but said there were deep
differences between Muslims and
Croats incentral --Bosnia and
between Muslims and Serbs in
the eastern part of Bosnia.
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karacliic accused the Muslims of
having "unrealistic appetites"
that were complicating the negotiations
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Teen swapped at birth wins freedom from biological parents
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SARASOTA, Fla.(AP) — The
couple who lost their daughter in
a hospital baby swap 14 years
ago say they'll keep fighting to
be a part of Kimberly Mays'. life
— and a part of their grandchildren's life, too, if it comes to
that.
Ernest and Regina Twigg are
"entitled to have contact with
their own offspring," their
lawyer, John Blakely, insisted on
Wednesday despite a judge's ruling that Kimberly cannot be
forced to visit her birth parents.
Siding with nurture over
nature, Circuit Judge Stephen
Dakan declared, "The Twiggs

have no legal interest in, or right
to, Kimberly Mays." He pronounced Robert Mays, the man
who raiKd her since birth, her
legal father.
Family law specialists praised
the decision for putting the interest of the child ahead of biology.
which normally gives parents a
powerful claim in court.
"I hope everybody just lets her
be a normal teen-ager and get on
with her life. ... That's all she
wants," her lawyer Arthur Ginsburg said.
Kimberly, vacationing at an
undisclosed location, was "yipping and yelping" for joy when

she learned of the ruling, he said.
"She wanted to kiss the judge."
Blakely said he will appeal all
the way to the U.S. Supreme
Court, if necessary.
"If Kimberly has children of
her own, the Twiggs will he the
biological grandparents," he
said. "They have some rights to
those children, too."
Kimberly was switched with
another baby after her birth in
1978 at a Wauchula hospital. She
was sent home with Mays and his
wife, and the Twiggs took home
a girl they called Arlena.
The swap came to light in
1988, when Arlena died of a

heart defect and genetic tests
showed she wasn't related to the
Twiggs. The Twiggs--- tracked
Kimberly down, and blixid tests
proved shc was their daughter.
The two families have been fighting over the girl ever since.
Kimberly eventually sought a
"divorce," bluntly saying she
wanted nothing more to do with
the Twiggs after Mrs.- Twiggs
repeatedly voiced -- on television. in newspapers and in a hook
--- her unproven suspicions that
Mays was involved in the switch
and was an abusive father.
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Court voids boy's 'divorce' of mother
DAYTONA BEACH,Fla.(AP)
— A state appeals court, ruling in
the case of the boy who
"divorced" his mother, declared
that minors cannot sue on their
own to terminate their parents'
rights. But the court still upheld
the "divorce."
The Fifth District Court of
Appeals said that the lower court
ruling terminating Rachel Kingsley's parental rights was valid
because adults with the right to
sue — including the boy's guardian — had also sued on his
behalf.
The appeals court also reversed
on procedural grounds the boy's
adoption by his lawyer, George
Russ. It sent the adoption case
back to the trial court for further
proceedings.
While the ruling on Wednesday was a setback for advocates
of children's rights, it appeared
to have little immediate impact
on the life of 13-year-old Shawn
Russ, who was known as Gregory
K during last year's court battle.
Shawn heard the news while
watching television at the Russes'
Fruitland Park home in central

Florida.
"He said he didn't want to
leave," said Russ' wife,
Lizabeth. -"He didn't want to
become Gregory Kingsley again.
He was afraid he would have to
leave and lir with her again."
Orange County Juvenile Court
Judge Thomas Kirk had ruled
Sept. 25 that Shawn had legal
standing to sue his mother for
divorce. After a two-day trial, the
judge severed Ms. Kingsley's
parental rights on grounds of
neglect and abandonment and
permitted the boy to be adopted
by Russ.

Gregory was the first child in
the nation to be granted legal status to sue for divorce from his
parents, according to Ms. Kingsley's attorney, Jane Carey.
"For the preservation of the
family, that is marvelous," Carey
said of the appeals court ruling.
"Because to preserve the family
you _cannot have children being
able to sue their parents to
destroy their family."
However, Carey said Ms.
Kingsley is "devastated because
she wants to at some point regain
custody of her child."
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Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans whkh
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
Interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:
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Why lock yourself into a 5-year obligation?
Now get,low monthly payments for only 24 months
with Ford's Red Carpet Lease.

warranty*
•Pay only for what you use — just two year's
worth.

$1.89
$2.69

1993 Ranger XLT
16047

A RED CARPET LEASE
MAKES SENSE
.3 year/36,000 mile bumper-to-bumper

1) A Choice

Sirloin Tip Roast

Now You Can Drive A
DESIGN LEADER
Every Two Years

IT'S LOADED!
1993 Ford Ranger XLT
.2.3 Liter Engine
-5 Sp. Transaxle
•Power Steering
•Air Conditioning
,AM/FM Cassette
'
•Sliding Rear Window
•OWL Tires
•Chrome Rear Step Bumper
•Cast Aluminum Wheels
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FROM OUR READERS
Disagrees with column about MSU

4

Dear Editor:
While on a weekend trip to visit friends. I read Dwain Mclntosh's Aug. 14 editorial about Murray State University. I have great
respect for my old friend's opinion, but recognizing that reasonable
people can and will sometimes disagree. I would like to offer a
second opinion.
!
As a graduate of Murray State and a former staff member. I also
have very strong feelings about MSU. I look back on my 15 years
at MSU as a student and employee with nostalgic affection. It is
within these feelings of nostalgia that we often want MSU to be
like it used to be; it is quite natural to want special sentiments to be
relived. However, special times are surely subjective, and undoubtedly in the eyes of the beholder. Is it not more constructive tt,
recognize the strengths realized from the changes of the 1970s and
1980s and to address the very real challenges facing the institution?
Do we want to return to operating MSU like it was in 1968 even if
we could? Of course not. The world has changed in almost boundless proportions and a university must change to meet the present
needs of students.
Soon after I left Marshall County to attend MSU in the 1970s, I
learned that there was a second education to be gained from attending college. This other education resulted from knowing students,
faculty and staff from places throughout our nation and the world.
These people taught me the value of understanding the similarities
and differences of people with diverse backgrounds. I was extremely thankful that Murray State had reached out beyond the borders
of the Jackson Purchase to hire faculty and staff, and to recruit students. People from such far-off lands as Louisiana. Utah, West Virginia, Ohio and Indiana had an immeasurable influence on my
overall education. While I am proud of my Marshall County heritage, I am glad that many of my colleagues and teachers did not
have backgrounds similar to mine.
The need to understand cultural, economic and political differences is greater now than'ever before. Hundreds of companies in
towns like Murray provide goods and services to economics
throughout the United States and the world. Computer networks
enable us to access libraries worldwide instantaneously; and most
of the larger American companies have facilities throughout the
world. If we arc to adequately teach young people, should we not
want the backgrounds of our faculty and staff to mirror the realities
in our nation and the world?
The problems of Murray State do not stem from too many outsiders, but are generally attributable to 13 successive budget cuts in
a dozen years, the lack of serious strategic planning, and the lack of
decisive budget measures which support strategies. The Board of
Regents must accept that the University cannot be all things to all
people, and that there will not be any revenue windfalls within the
foreseeable future. State governments are simply facing too many
other revenue needs.
The University must abandon the notion that compiling lofty truisms in the name of strategic planning is a meaningful exercise. For
years these abstracts have said virtually everything about education,
but on a practical level have meant almost nothing. The Board
should look closely at the condition of the institution, decide what
it wants to be based on the long-term needs of students and the
availability of resources, decide on an even longer term vision, and
allocate the necessary resources to do these things well. Painful
decisions should be made about all programs peripheral to the central mission. And when the plan is adopted, recruitment, fund raising, and all other marketing functions should become everybody's
business. Given the budget realities, I believe this process will
maintain a level of quality historically synonymous with Murray
State. With a renewed emphasis on quality and recruitment, stronger enrollment will follow.
When I return to Homecoming and see many friends from
throughout the country, I am sure we will talk about our good old
days. We will talk about how much better it was then and engage in
our own nostalgic fantasy. Most of us know, however, that few
decisions about our alma mater should be based on nostalgia, but
on the realities of today and the challenges of tomorrow.
R. Lynn Richard, MSU Alumnus, 1980
435 Kelsey Avenue, Evansville, IN 47714

tt/

'Superb' writes one who was there
Dear Editor:
The essay by Dwain McIntosh in the Aug. 14 edition of the Murray Ledger & Times was superb. It was historically correct, insightful, focused and in good form. I imagine he expressed well the sentiment of many of us from the 1960s at MSU.
Wayne Shccks
1323 Main, Murray

4-H Club group grateful for support
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Colts and Fillies 4-H Club, we would like to
thank the following people and organizations for helping to sponsor
our recent horse show that was held during the Calloway County
Fair: Bill and Trish at Red Oak Bridles to Britches, Southern States
Co-op, Republic Savings Bank, The Bank of Murray, and Hudson's
Western Wear. The generosity of these businesses really helped to
make our show a big success and we really appreciate their help.
A big Thank You also goes to Bill Sampson, who was our judge,
and to all of the club members who helped on the day of the show.
It was extremely hot and uncomfortable and they did a great job.
Again, thank you to all who helped.
Amy Wood, Route 1 Almo 42020
Andrea Dolchan, Route 1 Dexter 42036

..Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
A92-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Feeling of Veja vu'at MS
Covering Murray State University the last six months makes me
feel like Dorothy caught up in the
Kansas tornado.
The only problem is I keep
clicking my heels together, but
when I take a peck, the tornado is
still swirling.
It may be hopeless trying to fit
the pieces of the puzzle together.
Clenched in one fist is a piece or
two from regent meetings, others
from the two press conferences
called by President Dr. Ronald
Kurth and then there are always
the splintered pieces of innuendo.
The rumor mill seems to have
moved beyond whether or not
Kurth's contract will be renewed
to speculation over who will be
the interim president next year.
Whatever happens, there is
definitely a feeling of deja vu
around town.
Take the follov.ing quotes as
examples:
1)"On the surface, everything appears to be going 100
percent, but there's a lot of
undercurrent — internal strife —
that, as a board member, you can
2)"Wc need a cooling off
period."
3)Critics claim, however, that
the president lacks "people
skills,"...and has refused to make
progress in the area of faculty
and staff salaries and benefits.
4)"There are, however, various
situations which have arisen since•
he has been president which concern faculty members."
5)...improving morale is "one
of the challenges of the future."

6)His desire for MSU: that it
"become once again a peaceful
and happy place where regents
govern, administrators execute,
teachers teach, staff members
work, and students learn."
7)"There were some underhanded moves and backroom
deals involved. This did not happen in the open way that it should
have. There was nothing open
about this at all."
81'All things being equal, I
think a candidate that has strong
ties to the region and an understanding of people in this part of
the world — that's positive."
Quotes surrounding the recent
crisis at MSU?
No, actually they were said or
written between 1979 and 1989
during the turmoil and division of
Dr. Constantine Curris and the
quiet, but lethal departure of Dr.
Kala Stroup.
The similarities between the
last two presidents and Kurth's
situation are striking.
I was an MSU freshman in
1981 during the beginning of the
end of Curris' presidency and I
graduated in 1984 under Stroup.
Yet, I could remember little
about that time.
With all the wrangling over

Kurth, I decided to dig out old
newspaper accounts about
Stroup's last days.
When I saw that her management style was cited as one of her
problems, I almost dropped the
clipping. "Twilight Zone" music
started playing.
Same thing was said about
Curris.
Are there other similarities
among the three? If there are
common threads, could there be a
way to avoid such leadership
crises in the future?
That's what reporters Amy
Wilson and David Ramey tried to
find out in their series this week
on MSU presidents and regents.
There seems little • outward
similarity among the last three
presidents. Their backgrounds
and personalities from published
and personal observations show
they were all different.
Yet, when contract time came
around, they each were working
with at least five new board
members.
Change on the board seems to
be one of the links, but is that
good or had? An argument could .
be made for both views.
Now what about management
style? No one has ever been very
specific about the last three

styles. Are they/were tkip
independent, arrogant, close
mouthed, bossy. uncomOrpcoisr
in& pushy, what?
How does one become a university president without having
at least some of these qualities?
Maybe the key is balance.
Amy and David did dcøver
that enrollment and budge problems also plagued Curris and
Stroup. However, neither o6 them
laced the massive cuts that MSU
has undergone the last tiro leant
As a community, do we mate
it harder on the president by,preasuring the regents in some •waY?
I don't know about that, one. It
almost seems as if Murray is cryr
ing out for a leader the community can embrace.
Maybe MSU's presidency is
going the way of many leadership
positions nowadays. A candidate
comes in, leaves his or her inark
establishes a few good programs,
makes some enemies, and rnovet
on after three to six years.
MSU could be pait ,of trend.
Long-term leadership positions
seem to be a dinosaur in .almost
every facet of business and
government.
Here's a list of the people .1
quoted earlier: liregent. Willie
Kendrick — 1989; 2)regent
Robert Carter — 1989; 3)Ledgor
story — 1989; 4)Faculty regent
Mattarazzo — 1979; 5)Curris
— 1979; b)regent B,ill Morgan —
- 1981;, 7)Stroup — 1989;.8)regent
chairman Kerry Harvey — 1989.
I guess the old adage the more
things change, the more, things
stay the same is true.
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Government should take lessons
WASHINGTON (AP) — What
would a Saturn automobile look
like if it were manufactured by a
government agency?
And what would the Department of Health and Human Services look like if the Saturn Corp.
ran it?
Terrence Deal and William
Jenkins, who have just spent
three years studying what makes
good companies good, think they
know the answer to the second
question: In a government agency
run like Saturn, each employee
would know why he or she was
there and why each was
important.
Thinking about the first question is scary.
Saturn is the state-of-the-art
car that General Motors turns out
in Spring Hill, Tenn. Making it
was GM's S3 billion answer to its
Japanese competition. GM
designed this new car from the
ground up, but what it really reinvented was its relationship to its
workers.
And HHS is that mammoth
government agency that employs
132,301 people and passes out
$641 billion for Social Security,
Indian health, medical student
loans, dental research, AIDS
research, refugee assistance and a
myriad of other activities. Those
are its missions, but its people
deal more with paper than people.

say, and of most of government.
It was all summed up. Jenkins
said, in five themes that emerged
from talking with hundreds of
employees about what they
wanted from their bosses: I.
"1. We like managers who,
listen."
Ass:rioted Press columnist
'2. We want to be kept'
informed."Deal, a business school profes- Clinton's National Performance ' "3. We like
managers to be
sor at Vanderbilt University, and Review. Shortly after Labor Day, trustworthy."
Jenkins, that university's chief he is supposed to give Clinton his
"4. We like managers to know
financial officer, think that what ideas.
what we do."
He's been visiting government
they've learned about business
"5. We need to be
agencies and at each one he's acknowledged."
could apply to Washington.
Saturn is one of their models. brought up Saturn, which just
If these two professors had
Saturn workers operate in teams, happens, he notes wryly, to be
their
way, every boss in Athierica
responsible for the production of built in his home state —
— and every boss in government
the entire car — a far cry from Tennessee.
the turn-this-wrench kind of rote
Gore wants to Saturnize the — would memorize that list.
work that characterized Detroit's government, making it customer"People who understand the
assembly lines. Any worker can friendly.
end result work harder and smarshut down production if he sees a
Deal and Jenkins, researching ter than those unable to see how
potential problem.
500 companies, reached one their efforts contribute to the big
"They realize they're not just over-arching, conclusion: Three picture," Deal and Jenkins wrote
putting a bunch of bolts together, out of four employees in any in "Managing the Hidden
they're making a car that some- large organization 'never have Organization."
one will drive," said Deal.
contact with the public they
Trust is key, they say. "ComEven though Saturn has just serve.
panies that are successful have a
They're backstage. They get no significant amount of trubt in
recalled 380,000 cars to fix a
potential electrical problem, its , kudos. No one asks for their their employees," said Jenkins.
customer service is so good that ideas. And often they don't see
"It takes supervision, not
— and aren't encouraged to see snoopervision," Deal said.;.„
analysts think its reputation
— how what they do contributes
won't suffer.
to the organization's purpose. All
Vice President Al Gore also
EDITOR'S NOTE
SU.
too often, said Deal, "they arc Feinsilber has covered events is
uses Saturn as a model in thinkhired from the neck down."
ing about making government
Washington through slit.
True of much of business, they presidencies.
work better. He runs President
•Imitssatimaattosio
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Iteglalestlea for the Child Development Association Seminar
will be Friday, Aug. 20, atP a.m. in Room 307 of Applied Science
Building. Home Economics Department at Murray State University.
Persons interested in obtaining CDA Credentialing should attend this
Registration/Orientation program. For more information call 762-4898
or 753-57U.

Young Actors will meet tonight
Members of the Young Actors' Guild will attend the free performance
of Hamlet at Playhouse in the Park tonight (Thursday) at 8 p.m. YAGGIES will meet at Mr. Gatti's for pizza at 6:30 p.m. and then leave for
the Playhouse by 7:30 p.m. Transportation will be provided between Mr.
Oath's and the Playhouse.

Need Line needs school supplies
"School supplies are still needed to help needy children as they begin
their school year," said Kathie Gentry, executive director of MurrayCalloway County Need Line Association. Need Line has already this
year helped 124 families for a total of 250 children in grades, kindergarten through high school. Gentry said "we can use all kinds of school supplies, but we are specially low in the following areas: matters, scissors,
glue and back packs." Also persons may make a monetary donation
designated for school supplies. These may be taken to the Need Line
Office on the lower floor of Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way Agency.

Resource Center issues alert
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County Schools'
Family Resource Center. Donna Herndon, director, said an urgent need is
for a single father with three children who lost their trailer home by fire.
Sizes for the boys are 8 and 6 and for the girl 6X. Also there is a real
need for underwear of all sizes from toddlers on up for school children.
Herndon said funds are being depleted quickly as help has been given to
one family who came here as refugees from the Midwestern flood. Items
may be taken to any of the three elementary centers at East, North and
Calloway or at the Resource Center at East School. If church, club or
civic groups want to collect items, a Center representative will call and
pick them up for distribution. Persons wishing to make monetary donations may mail checks to Angel Alert Fund, Rt. 6, Box 57AA, Murray.
Ky."Your help is greatly needed as we start this school year," Herndon
said.

Literacy Program seeks volunteers
The Adult Literacy Program is seeking volunteer tutors to help adults
interested in improving their reading skills. Opportunities also exist for
those interested in teaching English as a second language. For further
information contact Donna McCoy, Coordinator, Calloway County Adult
Literacy Program, MSU Learning Center, Lowry Building, phone ,
762-2666 or 759-1006.

Bogard reunion on Aug. 28
The annual Bogard family reunion will be Saturday. Aug. 28. This will
be in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck
meal will be served at noon. All family members and friends are invited.

Kirksey Class of 1959 will meet
Members of Kirksey High School Class of 1959 will meet Friday.
Aug. 20, at 6 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to go to Bil Bone Box
Restaurant at Grand Rivers for dinner. This will be to make plans for the
35-year class reunion to be held in 1994. For more information call Celia
Key at 753-6078.

Senior Games scheduled
The Purchase Area Senior Games Swimming Tournament will be
Saturday, Aug. 21, at 10 a.m. at the Nautilus Racquet and Swim Club.
Paducah. Preregistration is recommended but will accept late registrations
the morning of the event. The fee is $5. Participants will receive a
goodybag and t-shirt. Medals will be awarded to the first, second and
third place winners in each group. Registration forms may be picked up
at all senior centers, the Bank of Murray, or by calling Peggy Williams
.at the Purchase Area Development District Office at 1-247-7171.
1-554-2097 or 753-8325.

New England tour planned
Plans for the New England Foliage Tour, Sept. 29 to Oct. 9, have been
completed by a tour group. For information contact Ruth Blackwood,
203 South Eighth Si, Murray, or call 753-2827.

Single Too plans activities
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CHEERLEAD1NG CAMP — A two-weak ChseileadIng Camp was held
recently at Jane Marie's Dance Studio with Courtney Adams and Ur*
say Branch as Instructions. Individual awards were presented for best
cheer, jump, sideline, dance routine, spirit and overall. Pictured, from
left, front row, Erin Adams, &Andra Hiskitt, Amanda Melton, Shellie
Wilson, Sarah Hines, back row, Lindsay Branch, Amy Page, Carta
Salyer, Ashley Tripp, Jill Farley, Lauren Hines and Teneill Elliott. Not
pictured is Courtney Adams.

Single Too will have activities on Saturday, Aug. 21, and Monday,
Aug. 23. On Saturday the group will meet at 6:15 p.m. at JCPenney
parking lot to go to Paducah to eat at Ryan's Steakhouse and go bowling. The regular meeting will be Monday at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak
House. Missy Sharp, RN-MSN, will speak about "Making a Choice for a
Healthy Lifestyle." This is for all singles, whether always single,
divorced, separated or widowed. For more information call Wynnona,
753-7845, or Joe, 1-527-9177.

CHERI THEATRES
100$ Chestnut
Murray, KY
753-3314

.
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Stacy Renee Ingram and
Thomas Lee Atkins to marry

HOLLAND DRUGS
111111
Ingram-Atkins wedding ottlit
ROPER'S
planned at West Fork Ir vtA'sr,
DOZENS j
109 S. 4th St.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

Stacy Renee Ingram and Thomas Lee Atkins announse their
engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Ingram is the daughter of Ms. Sharon Ingram arid the late
Robert Ingram of Farmington. She is the granddaughter ot M. Mars
Ingram and the late Lucas Ingram and of Ms. Sue Baiiell and the late
Clovis Wizen, all of Murray
Mr. Atkins, is the son of Jerry Atkins and Mrs. Barbara \ aughn,
both of Murray. He is the grandson 01 Ms. Euple Atkins and the late
Brent Atkins of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. 1% she Trenholm of New
Brunswick. Canada.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom -elect is a 19149 graduate of Callowas county High
School and is emplbyed by Briggs & Stratton. Murra
The wedding will be Saturda. Sept. Di, at 2 p.m. at West Fork
Baptist Church.
A reception -will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are ins tied to attend the wedding and the
recepuon.

753-1462

Are Back!
14 Donuts for the price of 12 11111
Ith LAI. (Orr

11
i111

00

Expin• ic.11'93

ix•r Rtper Dozvn

• All You Have To Do Is Ask •

a

lilt1409 Main St.• Murray • Next to Owen's Mkt.•759-1736.II

Senior program
for training will be
held here Aug. 25
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Employment Program is
designed to provide training for
senior citizens, 55 years and older, who are interested in reentering the job market.
As a part of the training program, participants and other interested senior citizens will go on a
field trip to Murray State University campus.
Participants are asked to be at
the Senior Center at the Wcaks
Community Building, 607 Poplar
St., Murray, at 10 a.m. on
nesday, Aug. 25.
There will be a short meeting
of the Senior Employment Job
Club following the field trip.
The Senior Employment Program is funded through the Job
Partnership Act, through thc West
Kentucky Private Industry Council, in cooperation with the
Department of Employment Services, and the Purchase Area
Development District.

TODAY'S THE DAY
Stop

Smoking

)American Kean Association

•
GRAND OPENINGIIIII
August 20, 21 & 22

The Fugitive (PC13)

• Refreshments

1:10 1:00 7:00 040

• Door Prizes

Rising Sun (R)

• Register for a queen
size quilt to be given
away,Sunday, Aug. 22.

1:30 1:00 7:10 OAS

Another Stakeout
1:30 3:10 7:11 0:21

•15° Cash Discount On
All Prescriptions
'Computerized Records
•Cards & Gift Items
•PCS •Medimet
.8C-BS 'Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items

"We have everything
but the baby"

(PG13)

MOROI' man (PC)
1:30 3:30 7:11 0:10

The Sean

Ganien (C)

110 7:00
SIO.PleSS In Uottle(PC)
S:311 0:00

Nan
rents in
:It slit

Kathie La Fakeers Han Arrival!

III

605 Broadway, Paducah
(102) 4434470 Hrs.: Mon -Sat. 104

-s•
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals Mid one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Aug. 17, have
been released u follows:
Mies Marilyn Smith, At. 10. Box 152,
Benaxi; Ms. Ruth 0. Near, P0. Box
633, tilurra ; Dustin Clayton. At. 2,
Box 150„ Twin.;
Ulffille Stein**, 507 Bean
Si, Murray; Mrs. Betty Maria Parrish

Ladies Auxiliary of
VFW wins awards
Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Ladies Auxiliary recently held
their convention at Executive Inn
West, Louisville.
Several awards were received
by Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291
of V.F.W. of Murray.
They were Best Highway Safety Program for sponsoring four
out of six safety programs and
sponsored safety program other
than six major programs: award
for giving $2 per member for
Cancer Aid and Research; most
community activity reports; 100
percent in membership.
The Ladies Auxiliary to the
VFW is a national patriotic and
community service organization
dedicated to promoting Americanism, protecting veterans' entitlements, providing scholarships
for young people, raising funds
for cancer research, and volunteering in the nation's hospitals.

We are pleased to
announce that Mitzi
Anderson Turnbow,
recent bride of Keith
Turn bow, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Mitzi and Keith
were married August
5, 1993.

WAL-11ART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

arid baby boy. At '3, Box 283A,
Wray;
Mrs. Jamie Taylor and baby girt
203 Chestnut St., Murray; Mrs Valises
Dogger and baby boy, At. 3, Box
1100, Murray;
Hubert Brandon, 1515 Canterbury.
Murray; Elmer Colson, At. 1, Box 48,
Dexter; Mrs. Fay* Nell Flora, 702 Payne St., Murray;
Robtort L. Harris, 2010 Marion
Mayfield; Charles R. Martin, At
2, Box 138E, Dresden. Tenn.;
Mrs. Margaret Hughes White, 901
Sunny Lane. Murray; Dan W. Wyatt,
At 1, Box 200A. Alm; Ms. Hattie Williams, 307A South Third St., Murray;
Truman Dale Whitfield, At. 1, Box
70, Murray; James Alien Turner, Rt. 5,
Box 381, Murray; Mrs. Donya M. Harris, P.O. Box 1324. Murray;
Lowery A. Sumner, At 8, Box 766,
Murray; Miss Judy Smith, At 1, Box
244, Alm: Tyler D. Moss, At, 3. Box
233, Benbn,
Mrs. Edith Sue York, 713 South
Fourth St., Murray; Mrs. Martha
Munson, At, 1, Box 85, Fancy Farm
Expiration'
1. D Rogers. 1639 Farmer Ave..
Murray

•.• •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 18, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Puma baby boy, mother, Kimmy
Saupe, P.O. Box 1454, Cadiz,
Mercado baby girl, parents, Kimberly and Anthony, Rt. 2, Box 69A, Hazel
Dismissals
Albert E. Resler. 607 Bacitusburg
Rd., Mayfield; Miss Barbara K. Whitley
and baby girl, P.O Box 832, Calvert
City;
Ms. Anna R. %quarto, 1604 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs Linda McClure, At.
2, Box 47, Hazel; Ms. Elva VINTait
Key, Rt. 7, Box 676, Murray;
Ms. Collie Hill, Rt 1, Box 239, Farmington; Mrs. Lois A. Gividen, At, 3,
Box 192B, Murray; George P. Garland,
At. 6, Box 297. Murray;
Charlie B. Davidson, At. 1, Box 610,
Dexter; Mrs, 011ie C Colson, At. 1,
Box 151, Almo; Mrs. Novella Chambers, At. 2, box 336. Murray,
Mc Ruby Butler, At. 1, Box 238,
Benton; Melroy C. Bankes, At 1, Box
221-B, Hardin.
•

S

•

•

•

Kendra Thurmond
bride-elect of
Thomas Percarpio
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Pierl imports
Amcor. Ss ii

120511 Chestnut

7531851

Stacey Faye Chapman and
Thomas Chad Cowan to marry

Chapman-Cowan vows
will be said on Sept. 11
Joyce Chapman of Paducah and Donald Chapman of Owensboro
announce the approaching marriage of their daughter. Stacey Faye
Chapman, to Thomas Chad Cowan, son of Thomas Earl and Judy
Cowan of Grand Rivers.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Dorothy Leek and the
late William Westerfield, and of Mrs. Golda Chapman and the late
Orville Chapman, all of Owensboro.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Marguerite Fox and the
late Darvel Fox of Kuttawa, and of Mrs. Dorothy Cowan and the late
Earl Cowan of Grand Rivers.
Miss Chapman is a 1987 graduate of Reidland High School, a 1989
graduate of Paducah Community College, and a 1991 graduate of
Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in social
work. She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority. She is
employed at Lourdes Hospice.
Mr. Cowan is a 1988 graduate of Marshall County High School and
a 1993 August graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in the area of Occupational Safety and Health Engineering. He is 2 member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday. Sept. 11, at 5:30 p.m. at
Reidland Church of Christ, Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding.

Lori Ann Choate and
David Glen Geurin to marry

Choate-Geurin wedding
vows will be said Jan. 1
Bob and Becky Choate of Marshfield, Mo., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Lori Ann Choate, to David Glen Geurin, son of Jack and Mary Geurin of Rt. 1, Murray.
Miss Choate is the granddaughter of Howard and Elizabeth Scott
and Wanda Choate, all of Marshfield, Mo.
Mr. Geurin is the grandson of Mildred Geurin of Rt. 1, Murray, and
of Glen and Dolores Ingold of Brookfield, Mo.
The bride-elect is an Elementary Education major at Southwest
Baptist University, Bolivar, Mo.
The groom-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is presently a student at Southwest Baptist University,
Bolivar, majoring in English and Secondary Education.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Jan. 1, at 2 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Marshfield, Mo.

Emily Ward gets scholarship
DANVILLE, Ky. - Emily
Ward of Benton has received a
Recognition Scholarship from
Centre College and will enroll as
a freshman this fall.
She is the daughter of Mike
and Heuie Ward of Benton and
the granddaughter of Jack and
Millie Ward of Murray.
Ward was valedictorian of her
clzss at Christian Fellowship

School at Briensburg. She was a
member of Student Council, History Club and Beta Club and a
member of the Checrleading and
Volleyball teams.
Recognition scholarships are
given for outstanding academic
and leadership achievement and
potential. They are worth $6,000
($1,500 per year for four years).

Come to

etaqurris

,
SATURDAY EVENT -The Liberty Boys' annual picnic will be Saturday,
Aug. 21, at tha home of Roy and Edna Earle Skinner of Farmington.
Pictured, from left, are Roy Skinny, Harold Anderson, Gary Leek, Jack
King, Darvin Stom, Steve Molloy, and seated, Larry Tumbow. Other
groups featured will be Gloryland Echoes of Paducah, Massays of Madisonviiii, James Family of HopkinsvilM, and Witness of West Frankfort,
The potluck picnic will begin at 4:45 p.m. and singing at 5:30 p.m.
The public is invited to attend and urged to bring food and lawn chairs.
For more Information or directions, call 1-345-2507.

...and be measured by one of our
trained eAperts in foundation fitting.
"Proper fitting not only
enhances your figure, but
provides lasting comfort..."
KENNY ROACH, left, of At. 1, Murray, is pictured with Rick Flair, prolesatonal wrestiar with W.F.F. at the airport at Charlotte, N.C. Roach was
returning home from a Rorida vacation with his family, Kerry and
Louise Baker, and sister, Heathy Roach, when he visited with Flair.
Roach is a sixth grade student at Calloway County Middle School.

MARIE WYATT

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

SAVE
25%

Look Better!
Feel Better!

In:
Ogla, Maidenform, Vanity Fair, Bali,
Playtex, Secrets.

6 Pairs
Ladies' Dress & Casual Shoes

Slimmers and control bottoms also
available in many styles!!

Only $2995
Sisos available A to 131313.

Try FASHION FAIR cosmetics available at Brights!
COURT SQUARE • MURRAY

cn
0

OPEN SUN 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Aug. 19
"Fuo-Raislag" Celebration for 1993
United Way Campaign Kick-off/6:30
p.m /Curris Center, Murray State
Usiversity.
"Hamlet" free preview/1 p.m./Playhouse
in the Park Open to public.
Info/759-1752.
Murray -Calloway County Camera
Clubf7 pm./Calloway County Public
Library.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm leducauoui unit Olt Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/762-1385.
AA avid Al-Ansma closed meetings/8
p m./Senior Citsants Center, Benton.
Morro, Kiwastia Club/6 pm /Sirloin
Stockade.
West Kentucky Children's Home fund.
raising dinner/7-9 pm /Activities Center
at Kentucky Dam Village Park
New Life Chriniaa Center Seminar/7
pm Info/753-1622 or 753,7217
First Baptist Cherch events include
BYWs with Ten Cobb!? pm
Twin Lakes Antique Car Clob/7
p m /Country Kitchen. Draffenville.
Murray Woman of the Moose/R pm
with officers/7 p m
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m /National Guard Armors
Narcotics Anooymous/7:30 p m /St.
Johns Episcopal Church Info/753-0781.
Irvin Cobh Neighborhood Watch
meettng!R p m /Elm Grove Baptist
Cliurch
Ckristiaa Stogies/7 pm/at $OO North
20th St., Murray Info/Joan, 759-1315, or
Richard, 759 9991
TOPS 0469/Annex of Calloway County
Public Library/6 p.m.
ladies
Night/5 30 pm /Oaks Coon
try Club
Friday, Aug. 20
-Hassler/8 p m./Playhouse in the Park

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy M. Ward

Kirk and Ward wedding
vows are said at church
Jennifer S. Kirk and Tommy M. Ward were married on Saturday.
May 22. It 2 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church. Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Roy V. Kirk of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Margaret Barrett of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mackey L. Ward of Fancy
Farm. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brower of Fancy Farm.
The Rev. Kit Bushman of Grant, Neb., officiated at the ceremony.
Music was by Apeilla Richards and Barry Snow, vocalists, and Barry
Patrick, pianist.
Given in marriage by her father, the bode wore a white gown
designed with a v-neckiline with fully beaded front and back. The
bodice was complete peplum with back bow and Juliet sleeves. Her
cathedral train was adorned with lace. She carried a specially designed
bridal bouquet.
Stacy Wucst Mason of Murray was the honor attendant. Lori Hensley Holloway of Princeton was bndesmatd.
The flower girl was Ashley Pillow and the ring bearer was Jordon
Snow, both cousins of the groom.,
Bruce Burgess was best man. Brad Richards served as groomsman.
Ushers were Jay Kirk, cousin of the bride, and Chris Pillow, cousin of
the groom.
A reception followed at the church.
Serving were Lueanne Coleman of Murray, Nedra Rodgers oi Fulton, Jackie Kirk of Hartford, Lori Wilson of Fancy Farm, Amy Cannon of Louisville, and Christina Pillow of Milburn.
Andrea Mullins presided at the gift table. The guest register was
kept by Audrey Cannon of Louisville.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Ward are now residing at Fancy Farm.
The bride, a 1985 graduate of Calloway County High School, gra
duated in 1990 from Murray Vocational School of Nursing. She is
employed at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The groom is a 1988 graduate of Shedd Academy, Mayfield. and is
now self-employed.

Hazel club needs old items
The Hazel Woman's Club is seeking photographs, nXs articles and
other items of interest of Hazel, in
the late 1800s and early 1900s.
The group wants old photographs, family histories or histories
of early businesses in Hazel. Photo-

West Fork will
honor Acteens
West Fork Baptist Church will
celebrate "Acteen Recognition
Service" on Sunday, Aug. 22; at
6 p.m. The theme will be "Climb
Every Mountain.
Those to be honored are 1Caci
Greer, Queen candidate; Stacy
Warren, Ashley Bucy, Susan
Green, Lori Carson and Jennifer
Anderson, Queen with Scepter
cnadidates.
Acteens is an organization for
girls between the ages of 11 and
17. Paula Cathey is the Acteen
Director at West Fork.

P
inrfl)
nTime
59 17ISe of Memorial Baptist
Church/5 15 pm to go to Kenlake.
Stroke Support Grenpf2 p m /private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County
llospotal. Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 pm /for
senior oh/ens' activities.
Weak• Center/open
sin -1 pm /for
-senior cilliens• activities
Singles Organizational Society (SoS)/7
pm /Chamber of Commerce for "Single's
Search- program Info/Jeanne, 751.0224
K irksey High School Class of
I 4S9/meets 6 pm at ICPenny parking lot
to go to Grand Rivers. Info/753-6078
First Christian Church events include
MCc lransitional Board meeting/noon.
Singles at Pagliai's/6 pm
•
Bingo - Play for Jonathan-Aurora Action
tirotip7 p m./Wtsturig Well.
AA and Ai-Anal/open to newcomers/8
pm /American Legion Building, South
Sixth ind Maple Streets. Murray Info/
751-kLin or 435 4114
Games for members only/R pm (Murray
‘1,vise lodge
- Main Street Youth Ceuler/205 North
Fourth Si (open 6-11 p.m Info/
Tict -1-TE
Weather West Kentucky Museum/open
* In am 4 15 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am 430 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/H730 a m and 1:30 p m .
Food Preservation depending on garden
yields/liomeplace; Planetarium Show/11
am I. 2 and 3 p m./Visitor Center. Deer
Up Close/I0 a.m.. Snakes and Turtles/I
p rn . Eagles Up Close/2 p m.. Red
Wiiives/3 p m /Nature Center

graphs and other items v.111 he
copied and returned to owners. Tlus
information is needed before September I to be used during thcliazel
Day celebration, October 2. .
Please contact Sharon Ray, Dees
Bank of Hazel 492-8136 before
4:00 p.m..after 5:00 p.m.498-83I2,.
Marla Thompson after 5:00 p.m.
492-8424, or Betty Hudson after
5:00 p.m. 492-8220.

Grass From
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5.99
5.99
2 49

Auto/Boat From

1

Berber From
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Two special events are planned
on Saturday. Aug. 21.
The Kentucky Baptist Sports
Crusaders Basketball Clinic will
be from 10 to noon at Racer Arena, Murray State University,
according to Joetta Kelly, minister of Preschool/Children's Activities at First Baptist Church.
This will be for children, ages
4 to 12. The Crusaders have past
returned from their mission trip
to Brazil. "Come and hear all
about it and learn skills too!
Bring your basketball and as
many friends as you want! We'll
divide into different age groups,"
Kelly said.
Another special event Saturday

at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State, will be the concert
by Al Denson, artist, songwrither
and minister.
Tickets for this concert arc Si
for two or more in advance or $8
for singer advance, or $10 at the
door. They are available at First
Baptist Church. 753-1854, at
New Life Christian Center at
753-1622, or at the Olive Branch
at Paducah.
R.P. Hodge, minister of Youth
and University Activities at First
Baptist church, invites young
people and their families all over
Murray and Calloway County to
come and hear Dcnson on
Saturday.

TODAY
SPECIALS OF THE MONTH
eLarge lia-iLoOn Bouquet

$8.99
•1 Mylar With Candy Filled Mug
— FREE DELIVERY —
•AlSo specializing in gift baskets and country crafts

Heartland's Country Charm

SI.

I

3.99 sq. yd.

A.., I .0 I

5 Cycle Built-In

Dishwasher

2 Medium

Pizzas

(1 topping each

Pizzas
2 Medium
t
2 Small Spaghetti's
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
1 topping each)

Area Rugs On Sale

5 cycles and 8 options Pots & Pans.
Normal, Light, Rmse & Hold and Plate
Warmer cycles. Heated dry on/oll option.
3-level wash system. Deluxe upper rack.
Sound insulated

ONLY
•
$

RCA Attractive&Affordable
1-800-264-4941
Hwy 641, 1 mile South
of Hazel, Ky.(Puryear, Tn)
Mon-Fri 8-5 p.m.• Sat 9-c p.m.
Visa/Mastercard

Murray Appliance & TV
our 1.4

212 L. Main St.

I rot

t

1,

,

40

404 S. 12th • Murray (next to the Edge) 753-5242
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-8 & Sat. 10-2
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Leigh Anne Funr
bride-elect of
Dal Barett
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

Pier1 imports
Amnon Saw its

12058 Chestnut • 75:1-1851

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAII

1-800-432-9346
root.
AIN
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We are pleased It
announce that Jun,
West, bride-elect of
Andy Batts, has
made her domestic
and household selections through out
bridal registry.
June and Andy
will be married
August 20, 1993.

$7.99

Includes 1 mylar-and 5 bytes

II

49

Gomm Plush Extra Heavy
From

Basketball clinic, Benson
concert planned Saturday

.
99

Sculptured From

Plush From

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Outland of Warren, Mich., formerly of Murray,
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on 'July 3.
The celebration and inner was at the L. Brow Room in Warren.
hosted by their daughter, Mrs. Janice Denison and her husband,
Robert, of Utica, Mich.
The Outland were married July 2, 1943. at Dexter.
Mrs. Outland, the former Gray Charlton, is the daughter of the late
Burie B. and HetUe Charlton. Mr. Outland, son of the late Bert Sr. and
Nell Outland, retired from Chrysler Corp. after 41 years of service.
They have two grandchildren, Mark Denison and wife, cindy, of
Shelby Tuys, Mich., and Candace Denison of Utica who will be married Oct. 15 to Jeoffery Good.
Out-of-town guests for the celebration included Mrs. Faye Barrow
and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Duncan, all of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Outland Jr. of McAllen, Texas.

-

I

CARPET
SALE3

Trackless From

Former Murray couple
celebrates anniversary

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
;
II
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-
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NCAA body blocks Auburn football
By JESSICA SAUNDERS
AP Sports Writer
AUBURN, Ala. — When former Auburn player Eric Ramsey
first detailed his pay-for-play
allegations, coach Pat Dye predicted his program would escape
NCAA sanctions.
Dye, who was forced out
because of the scandal, was
wrong.
Two years after the allegations
surfaced, the NCAA on Wednesday levied two years' probation
on Auburn after investigating
Ramsey's allegations and finding
them true.
The sanctions include a one-

Tigers hit with two-year probation
year television blackout and a
voluntary agreement by Auburn
to reduce its football scholarships. The cast Alabama school,
set among rolling hills and farmland, is now one of the NCAA's
most heavily penalized schools.
The sanctions stemmed from
secret recordings made by Ramsey. The former defensive back
asked for and got money from
coaches and boosters when playing for Dye in 1987-90 and taped
some of the transactions.
With the probation, Auburn

will not be eligible to play in
bowls or win the Southeastern
Conference championship for the
next two seasons. SEC officials
estimate the sanctions could cost
Auburn $2 million to $3 million
in conference money.
NCAA infractions committee
chairman David Swank said the
"death penalty" did not apply in
Auburn's case because the football wrongdoing occurred before
the basketball program was
placed on probation.
If Auburn President William

Smith holdout one reason
why Dallas coach steamed
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer

Assoaatei'
,
fess Si. phelo

Jimmy Johnson and his Dallas Cowboys are going through the usual
post-Super Bowl blues.

Shunned by Dolphins,
Bengals, Duper finds
home in Philadelphia
By MICHAEL FLAY
AP Sports Writer
The Miami Dolphins didn't
need Mark Duper. The Cincinnati Bengals didn't want him.
Now it's the Philadelphia
Eagles' turn to see if they have
any use for a 34-year-old wide
receiver who has caught 8,869
yards worth of passes.
Duper, 34, who went to three
Pro Bowls with Miami and
ranks 17th all-time in receiving
yards, was signed by the Eagles
on Wednesday to a one-year
contract of undetermined value.
"I can still run," Duper said.
"I can run and I can catch. I
can think. I'm not as slow as
people think I am. I feel like I
have a few good years of foot-
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Muse had not taken corrective
steps, Swank said, the penalties
on the football program would
have been more severe.
Muse and coach Terry Bowden
both expressed relief after the
sanctions were announced.
"There is no more uncertainty," Muse said. "We know what
has to be done."
Bowden, whose selection as
Dye's replacement was seen by
some as a last resort for the
controversy-plagued Auburn
program, talked resolutely about • See Page 9

Doomsday

Cyrus recruited
to boost Wildcats'
`achy-breakyl sales
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
has a sales strategy it hopes
will melt the "achy-brenky"
hearts of its football fans.
He's chart-topping country
singer Billy Ray Cyrus, the
star of the Wildcats new ad
campaign.
"I don't know how many
tickets it has sold, but a lot of
people have called and said
they saw the ads," said UK
ticket manager Barbara Donnelly, who is from Cyrus'
hometown- in Flatwoods. near
Ashland.
The campaign has cost
about $30,000, most of it
being uskd on TV advertisements. Two-thirds of the cost
was underwritten through a
corporate sponsorship by
Pepsi.
Cyrus, who had a No. I
country hit with "Achy
Breaky Heart" last year,
donated his services with one
requirement.
"About his only condition
was that he get into a football
game," said Tim Hofferth.
UK's coordinator of promotion, licensing and special
events. "I think we dan handle
that."

the future.
"Even to a coach, there's some
comfort in the fact that you know
what your obstacles are," said
Bowden, whose team opens the
season Sept. 2 against
Mississippi.
He said be was not upset about
making his coaching debut under
adverse circumstances. "Not for
one second would I change the
fact that I'm at Auburn
University."
The NCAA found Auburn
committed six major rules violations. Three involved giving
Ramsey cash payments, including

ball left."
Duper was waived by the
Dolphins on July 17 after 11
seasons with the team. He is
28th all-time in the NFL in
catches with 511 and, among
players with 500 or more catches, is sixth all-time in average
yards per catch at 17.
Four days after Miami jettisoned him, Duper was signed
by the Bengals and proceeded
to break the little finger on his
right hand in his first practice
with the team.
On Monday, Cincinnati management decided he was too
slow. The Eagles, still missing
unsigned Pro Bowl receiver
Fred Barnett, wasted little time
in signing Duper.

kl GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

IRVING, Texas (AP) — A
major contract holdout. Coaching
changes. Injuries.
Are the defending champion
Dallas Cowboys in trouble less
than a month after they received
their $7,500 diamond rings, or is
it just another case of the Super
Bowl jinx?
It's enough to make coach Jimmy Johnson scream, which is
what he's been doing at his players most of training camp.
Consider
— Emmiu Smith, the league's
leading rusher the past two seasons, has been playing a dangerous game of contract "hold 'em"
with owner Jerry Jones. Neither
party seems willing to budge.
— Injuries have knocked out
three players on the Cowboys'
nickel pass defense.
— Quarterback Troy Aikman,
the Super Bowl MVP, is nursing
a tender back, courtesy of a herniated disc operation in June.
— The coaching staff has
changed. Butch Davis replaces

Dave Wannstedt, now head coach
in Chicago, as defensive coordinator, and Hudson Houck
replaces Tony Wise, who went
with Wannstedt, as offensive line
coach.
Johnson, who has been animated during endless practices in
the hot and steamy training camp,
has charged ahead, with none of
the above seeming to bother him.
"We'll win with the players
we take to Washington," Johnson
says as his team prepares for the
season opener at RFK Stadium.
"Every year we've been
backed into a corner," adds Aikman. "This is nothing new."
The Smith squabble is the biggest problem Johnson faces in
trying to get his talented team to
Atlanta in January. Smith has
won two consecutive NFL rushing titles and seems determined
to hold out, even if he has to miss
regular-season games.
With Smith on the field, Aikman is a better passer, and the
Dallas defense gets to rest as the
clock runs.
IN See Page 9

Bonds finally bites Bucs
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH — The Pittsburgh Pirates banned Barry
Bonds from their clubhouse.
Their biggest mistake was not
barring him from the ballpark.
The Pirates couldn't pay
Bonds' $43.75 million megasalary last December, so he defected
to San Francisco where he's carrying the first-place Giants
squarely on his shoulders.
Bonds kept the Giants 6Y2
games ahead of streaking Atlanta
in the National League West,
going 4-for-5 with four RBIs and
his fifth two-homer game this
season in a 9-6 victory Wednesday night over Pittsburgh.

The Braves won their ninth in
a row, beating Los Angeles 5-4
in 12 innings.
"He had a great night, but then
I've seen him have a lot of great
nights — and, fortunately, most
of them were in a Pirates uniform," Pittsburgh manager Jim
Leyland said. "He's going to
have a lot more great nights."

again in the ninth.
He already has 38 homers, four
more than he ever hit in a season
in Pittsburgh, and 94 RBIs, and
it's only mid-August. The effect
on the both teams is obvious: A
year ago the Giants were 57-63,
now they're 80-40; the Pirates
were 69-52, now they're 57-64.
"To me, ninety percent of this
team and what it's done this year
are because of him," winning
pitcher Trevor Wilson (7-4) said.
"He's MVP stuff. No, make that
Hall of Fame stuff."
Until this night, Bonds had
spared his former teammates
from his hit list; he was hitless in
his last 12 at-bats in Three Rivers

And if the Pirates didn't fully
appreciate Bonds' talents while
he led them to three division
championships, he gave them a
nine-inning reminder of the damage he can inflict. He doubled in
the first, singled in the third, followed Robby Thompson's homer
with an even longer one of his
own in the fifth and homered • See Pegs 9

Jefferies back in slugging form
ST. LOUIS (AP) — An aching
back hasn't kept the Cardinals'
Gregg Jefferies from becoming a
pain in the neck to National
League pitchers.
Jefferies, who didn't start in
St. Louis' previous two games
because of pain in his lower
back, returned Wednesday night
with two doubles, a single and an
RBI to lead the Cardinals to a 4-0
victory over the San Diego
Padres.
"Tonight, I felt real loose and
there was no pain bending
down," said Jefferies, who

extended his hitting streak to 15 innings to complete a four-hit
games and raised his batting shutout and gain his first save.
average to .346. He's second in Osborne, who called the perforNational League batting behind
mance his best of the season,
San Diego's Tony Gwynn.
struck out five and walked one.
"Tonight, I just felt really
"1 just did the best I could,"
good. I really don't think my Osborne said. "I threw the pitchback is a major issue. I don't es I wanted to throw. I went right
think it's that serious," Jefferies at them, but I didn't try to oversaid, despite the fact that he's power them.
missed 10 of the Cardinals last 21
"They're a little different story
games because of it.
without (Gary) Sheffield and
St. Louis left-hander Donovan (Fred) McGriff. They're strugOsborne (10-6) allowed just two gling a bit."
hits over seven innings and Rob
Murphy pitched the final two •See Page 9
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MURRAY — The days
have been long since Houston
Nuu signed on to revive a sagging football program at Murray State.
After being named head
coach last December, Nutt has
made the speaker's circuit in
western Kentucky, telling various community and civic
groups that Murray State football will be fun and exciting
again.
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Since the start of preseason
practice, Nutt and his assistants have been putting in
16-hour days in hopes of
delivering the offseason promises to the diehards and
skepticals.
"This is my first head job."
said Nutt, an assistant at Arkansas the past three seasons.
"If this was my fifth or sixth
year here, it may have been
different.
"But I feel good about this
place. I look forward to this
season and being the head
coach. I always wanted to be a
head coach. They don't give it
away to anyone anymore.
Through patience and hard
work you become a head
coach."
Nutt has his work cut out.
Murray State, once a power
in the Ohio Valley Conference, is now a lightweight. In
the past three seasons, the
Racers are 7-26 overall and
3-18 in league play.
Attendance at Roy Stewart
Stadium has plummeted as the
Racers have struggled on the
field. Last season only 17,778
fans attended six games, an
average of 2,963, the lowest in
Oe 20-year history of the
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In 1989, the last time Murray State had a winning record
(6-4-1), the average attendance
was 7,159. It dropped to 5,396
the following season, and
4,158 in 1991.
Nutt's formula for success is
simple. He wants to recruit the
top talent in western Kentucky, and bring along their hometown fans to watch them as
Racers.
"It's hard for fans to have a
feel for the team with no Mur-ray and western Kentucky kids
here," said the 35-year-old
coach. "I think it's important
to get those kids."
Nutt also has found recruiting to be different at the
NCAA 1-AA level from what
he experienced at Arkansas,
and before that, six seasons at
Oklahoma State. He would
spend a lot of time at airports,
greeting recruits or flying off
to see them.
But at Murray State, Nutt
and his assistants do a lot of
their recruiting on the interstates and backmads.
"There's not much money
with the budget cuts," he said.
"That is the biggest change.
You can't be foolish with how
you spend on recruiting. But
the administration and athletic
department have been very
supportive for the program. I
think we can be a class program. We just have to recruit
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*
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Sox win behind Darwin gem

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Murray hosting Class C softball tourney
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Murray City Past will host a Class C Softball Tournament Saturday, Aug. 21 for local teams. There will be an $85 entry fee per team.
For additional information contact Greg Futrell at 759-9656 or Greg
Smith at 247-3753.

Seahawks sign Kennedy to contract
KIRKLAND, Wash.(AP) — Seattle Seahawks tackle Cortez Kennedy. the 1992 NFL defensive player of the year, agreed to a fouryear contract extension through 1998 for more than $12 million. Seahawks spokesman Mau Beanke said Kennedy would be paid for the
next two years under the current five-year pact he signed in 1990.
Payments under the extension begin in 1995.

Campanelli files suit against Cal
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Former California coach Lou Campanella filed a $5 million federal suit against the university, claiming
his firing violated due process rights and damaged his reputation so
I badly he can't find a job.
University of California regents, athletic director Bob Bockrath and
vice chancellor Dan Boggan are named as defendants. Campanella
was fired Feb. 8.

By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writ..
Boston wins when Danny Darwin nearly pitches a no-hitter.
Detroit wins when it rallies for
six runs in the ninth inning. Balumore wins when it ends an
eight-game losing streak.
Still, all three teams are no
closer to first place and neither is
anyone else because Toronto never seems to lose.
The Blue Jays won their fifth
in a row Wednesday night,
bouncing back from a four-run
deficit to beat Cleveland 7-6 in
11 innings.
The only change in the AL
East standings was the size of
Toronto's lead. The Blue Jays are
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'Ile also offer:
.FREE Termite Inspections
-...Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
,
• •Molsture Barriers
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CALL TODAY AND SAVES!

RMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Murray, Ky.

Alanagor - John Notching

Phone 753-6433

"Sorving You SMco 1883"
Whom You've Triod Thom An Coll SERVALL
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ILe
Glad There's
MYERS

MYERS -=

'See me *w at your family insurance needs'
(nem lo

Sheffield and McGriff were
traded by the Padres earlier this
season.
St. Louis manager Joe Torre
said Osborne "was terrific right
from the start. As long u he controls his emotions, he's a very
outstanding pitcher."
Osborne had been in a slump,
too, before fixing himself Wednesday. He hadn't won since July
19 and was 0-3 in his previous
five starts.

FROM PAGE 8
Stadium and was batting just .138
this season against the Pirates.
They should have known he
was too good for that to last.
Maybe it took Leyland banning
him from the Pirates clubhouse
last month to fire Bonds up.
"We talked about increasing
his concentration and intensity,
and that's what he did," manager

CO11114 21)

753-9627
LiAe a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

"I admit I was frustrated, but
you just have to keep going out
there and trying to keep your
team in the game," Osborne said.
The two teams were scoreless
for six innings before a costly
error hurt Brocail and helped the
Cardinals to a three-run seventh
inning.
Luis Alicea led off with a
walk, stole second and went to
third on a long fly out by Tom
Pagnozzi. Mark Whiten pinch hit
for Osborne and hit a grounder to
third.

•Bonds finally...
Dusty Baker said. "I asked him
if he was trying too hard against
his old team and he said, 'No,
that's not it at all.' "
"I was too laid back, too mellow, I wasn't myself," Bonds
said. "I was trying to stay too
calm here. I had to get my intensity back, I had to get back to
playing the way I play the
game."

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Woes: Bloomington. Illinois

UMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
oo S. 4th St. 753-6450
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two games ahead of New York,
which lost to Texas 4-2, and
remain 4'A ahead of Boston and
6'A in front of Baltimore.
Darwin stopped Boston's
three -game losing streak, and
came close to the first no-hitter at
Fenway Park in 28 years. He
gave up only one hit — a one-out
triple off the center-field wall in
the eighth inning by Dan Pasqua
— as the Red Sox downed Chicago 5-0.
Pasqua, batting only .182,
lofted a long drive that hit just
inches over the outstretched
glove of 5-foot-I0 Billy Hatcher.
"I just made a bad pitch and
major league hitters are going to
hit mistakes," he said.

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can otter you a quarterty service for $25.00
every thr: months fully guaranteed???

305 N. 12th St. Murray
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During a recent preseason
game in Texas Stadium, a fan
produced a lifesize cutout card of
Smith, carrying a messsage that
said: "Will work for $4
million."
Smith wants $4 million like
Buffalo's Thurman Thomas.
Jones has said he's not going
beyond $2.4 million because it
would endanger the club's payroll when the salary cap kicks in
next season.
"We have to work within the
system," Jones says. "We have
to pay offensive linemen to block
for our running backs."
Then Jones quickly adds:
"Emmitt will be a Cowboy ,this
year."
Smith has whiled away the
summer in Pensacola, Fla., while
his teammates melt away in the
grind of the Austin training

camp.
"I think we will get it done,"
Smith says, "But the slower they
move the longer it will take. I've
done everything that has been
asked of me and should be paid
for it. But I think everything will
work out in the long run."
Smith has no leverage, other
than not working. Heididn't get
offer one as a free agent. Next
year the Cowboys can slap the
"franchise" tag on him and he
can't go anywhere. Smith also
has endorsement deals hinging on
his signing, including one with a
shoe company that includes a
commercial about the Washington Redskins. It can't run if
Smith doesn't sign.
In training camp, Dallas has
lost three valuable players on
special teams and the nickel
defense: Darren Woodson, Kenny

Gant, and Clayton Holmes. Only
Gant, who has a separated shoulder, has an outside chance of
being ready for the opener.
Johnston has a broken finger
on his left hand but will try to
play against Washington with a
cast. Roberts is out again but in
the 49th trade of Johnson's fiveyear administration, the Cowboys
obtained tight end Kelly Blackwell from Chicago in a trade that
should help.
"I looked around one day and
there was no Emmitt and no DJ
and Alvin Harper had a hip pointer and there was no Troy and I
wondered where everybody was
and what's going to happen,"
said wide receiver Michael Irvin.
"All I know is there will have
to be a huge jump in the next two
weeks for us to move in the right
direction."

bonuses for game performances.
A fourth cited Dye's program for
a lack of proper institutional
control.
The other two — new to the
case and provided to the NCAA
by Auburn itself — cited Auburn
for allowing athletes to play
without meeting all eligibility
requirements and exceeding the
number of permissible grants-inaid during 1988-89 and 1990-91.
Muse said only one or two players actually competed while not
fully eligible.

II Long...
FROM PAGE 8
the home base first and then
go out."
As for the fans, Nutt wants
their support now. But he
wants them to be patient.
"This is what I'm proud of,
I-AA foothill at its finest," he
said. "We may not be there
yet, but they can come out and
enjoy the fun and excitement
of college football. We're
rebuilding this thing. Just give
Os • 3 chance."
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aboutShelter's Mobile Homeowners policy.
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MEMPHIS — Juror David
Pease, Dean of the Yale University School of Art, has selected 57
two- and three-dimensional
works for the Juried Art Exhibit
at the Memphis Arts Festival '93.
The artwork will be on display
Oct. 15-18 at the fine arts festial
at Memphis Botanic Garden in
Audubon Park.
Murray resident Dick Dougherty's work "Green Vase and Primaries" was among more than
570 entries from 23 states and the
District of Columbia that were
considered by Pease.
Dougheny's work will be on
display with the other 56 works
in the juried competition.
The $2,000 Best of Show
award will be selected on site
Oct. 15. He will award $500 to
the best work in each of the five
categories of painting, graphics,
sculpture, photography and mixed
media.

The Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild has announced the
schedule for its upcoming annual
juried art competition, IMPRESSION '93. This event is open to all
amateur and professional artists
working in either two or threedimensional mediums and residing in the states of Kentucky,
Missouh, Illinois or Tennessee.
Works may be hand delivered
to the guild, located at 121 W.
Murray ballet teacher Nancy Z. Homey completed a one- Broadway, Mayfield, between 10
week teacher's seminar at the Briansky-Saratoga Ballet Cen- a.m. and 5 p.m. Sept. 14-16.
The gallery will also accepts
ter in Saratoga Springs, N.Y. this summer. Teacher's from
the Paris Opera, The Kirov Method and Balanchln• taught works Sept. 14 from 7 to 9 p.m.
Entry fees are $15 for the first
typical classes followed by discussions. Students of all
ages from around the world were In attendance. They took one or two pieces entered with an
technique classes for six hours a day. Teacher's were also addiitonal $7.50 for other entries.
treated to class with the New York City Ballet and attended There is no limit on the number
performances every night. Nerney, center, is pictured with of pieces entered.
Works entered will be judged
students from Mexico and Washington, D.C. who attended
using the originals only on Sept.
the seminar.
17. A maximum of 60 twodimensional works and 10 threedimensional works will be
accepted for inclusion in the
*
adult-level exhibit.
In addition to the adult competition, this year there will be a
f,3
separate, special youth division
awarding best of category cash
prizes of $50 in both the two-and
7,41 three-dimensional classes. The
youth competition has an entry
•
fee of $5 per piece with no limit
to the number of entries per
artist.
Juror for IMPRESSION '93
will be Albert Sperath, director of
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery on the
Murray State University campus.
Spearth is an artist in his own
right, specializing in threedimensional work.
Works selected for inclusion in
the competition will remain on
display at the guild through Oct.
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FINAL DAYS!
Inventory
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ME INVENTORY CLEARANC

The GREAT STATE of KENTUCKY in all its INFINITE WISDOM has DECLARED that at
YOUR YEAR END, YOU COUNT all your INVENTORY and PAYA BIG FAT TAX on every piece
of UNSOLD MERCHANDISE...Well QUITE FRANKLY WE DON'T WANT TO COUNT it and
WE SURE DON'T WANT TO PAY EXTRA TAXES on it, SO

NOTHING HELD BACK!

Sofas, Chairs, Sleeper Sofas, Sectionals, Recliners, Mattresses & Box Springs, Bedroom Suites,
Night Stands, Dining Room Suites, China Cabinets, Area Rugs, Occasional Tables - Lamps, TVs,
VCRs, Appliances - ***
Every Piece of Inventory Reduced for this SALE!
• Broyhill • Lane • Sealy • Thomasville• Klaussner• Barclay •La-Z-Boy (Benton only)

10. A public reception honoring
all entrants will be held at the
gallery on Sept. 19 from 2 to 4
p.m.

ARTS
NEWS
Hamlet is the Playhouse in the
Park's August production of the
month. The show will open Aug. 20
and continue on Aug. 21-22.
Another performance will be held
the following weekend, Aug. 26-29.
A free sneak preview of the show
will be held Aug. 19. Regular performance tickets are $7 general
admission; $6 senior citizens and 55
students and children. Friday and
Saturday productions begin at 8 p.m.
74
.
Sunday's shows begin at 2 p.m. For
reservations call 759-1752.
A Madrigal Dinner will also be
part of the first Jackson Purchase
Shakespeare Festival at the Brass
Lantern Restaurant in Aurora on
Aug. 23. The dinner will last from 6
to 8:30 p.m. and will cost 525 per
person. Singing, skits, costumed
servers and a five-course meal
cooked from ancient renaissance
recipes are all part of the package.
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Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
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Aug. 20-22
Theater Production —
"Hamlet," Begins 8 p.m Friday and Saturday; 2 p.m.
Sunday at the Playhouse in
the Park.
Aug. 23
Writer's Meeting — West
Kentucky Playwrights Support Group, free at 7 p.m. in
the Playhouse Green Room.
Aug. 25 through Sept. 17
Art Exhibit — "Foundation
Show," a juried of art from
MSU students in 2-D and
3-D. Free at MSU Clara
Eagle Gallery.
Aug. 29
Dean's Series Event — "Hot
August Blues," 1-7 p.m.,
hosted by WKMS, 91.3 FM
at Kenlake Resort Park.
Trough Sept. 15
Wood Exhibit — "New
Blood," a competitive exhibition of 40 midwestern artists
using wood with functional
and nonfunctional objects,
free at Clara Eagle Gallery.
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Christian Science couple held-responsible for boy's death
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Even
as 11-year-old Ian Landman
vomited and urinated uncontrollably, then lapsed into a diabetic
coma, his mother relied on her
Chnstian Science faith to heal
her dying son.
Four years later, a jury held the
boy's mother and stepfather
responsible for his death and
awarded his biological father
$5.2 million.
Ian Lundman lapsed into a
coma and died of insulin deficiency at his home in Independence in 1989 after falling ill
with what started as a stomach
ache. Courts had ruled that the
couple couldn't be prosecuted
under criminal law.
Douglass Lundman pursued a
lawsuit instead, arguing that his
son's rapid-onset diabetes would
have been treatable with insulin
injections and that his condition
could have been stabilized up
until two hours before his death.
The McKowns argued they
acted. reasonably in light of their
Christian Science faith when they
prayed instead of calling an
ambulance. The-Christian Science

Siamese twins to
undergo operation

Church teaches that prayer and
Bible reading can cure illnesses
and that spiritual healing and
medicine are incompatible.
The jury on Wednesday found
Kathleen McKown 25 percent
responsible and William
McKown and the Boston-based
church each 10 percent responsible for the boy's death. The
remainder is to be paid by a
Chnsuan SCICFICC nursing home,
a caregiver. a practitioner and a
church representative.

Lundman, a former Christian
Scientist who left the church in
1982, hugged one of his lawyers
and managed a smile after the
decision was read. He later sat
with his head in his hands in the
courtroom.
State District Judge Sean Rice
barred all parties from speaking
to the news media about the case.
Minnesota's Supreme Court
threw out manslaughter charges
against the McKowns in 1991
based on a state law protecting
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Even if you are away from home all day, you can still enloy a
WELCOME WAGON* visit Call me. and let's work out a time
As a Welcome Wagon Representative. I call on new U S citizens. brides-to-be, new parents and movers With a baSiceRUI of usefui
grits, coupons for FREE gifts, and information you can use Absolutely
FREE, and no strings attached
I'd like to call on you - and will, when we can set a date and
time that's convenient KS a friendly visit and you'll learn where to find
what you need
Please call WELCOME WAGON' It Tradition of New Beginnings'
for over 60 years

parents who act in good faith in
relying on prayer to heal their
children. The U.S. Supreme
Court refused to hear the case.
From 1980 to 1990, seven
Christian Science parents in the
United States were prosecuted on
charges ranging from murder and
manslaughter to neglect.
Four were convicted, though
two of those convictions were
overturned; one pleaded guilty to
a lesser charge; and two cases
were dismissed.

Hosiess Kathryn Outland 7513079
HosteSS IngebOrg King 492-8348

(
WELCOME WA(;
IIkN"I"1

1\

9
SALE 6.99
I
Ong 999
Sale price effective until stuck is
LOrpieted

$10 OFF

30% OFF

SALE

ANY SIZE VELLUX
BLANKET PLUS GET OUR BEST
SELLING "HUNK"
PILLOW AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

CwRISTIE & JILL' BLOUSES
REG S20 AND UP IN MISSES
AND PETITES SIZES

ALL JEANS FOR
JUNIORS FROM
THE ORIGINAL
ARIZONA JEAN CO

NEW MOVES STIRRUP
PANTS FOR GIRLS

Savings oft regular proces

on t•lot.. p.c.%

MIS

*WEINIA

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
parents of Siamese twins with a
shared heart have agreed to a surgical separation that will mean
certain death for one baby and
will probably kill her sister, too.
Without surgery, doctors said,
both 7-week-old Amy and Angela
Lakeberg will die. With it, the
chance of survival is as low as 1
percent for the twin who is chosen to get the heart.
Dr. James A. O'Neill Jr., chief
surgeon at Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia, told the twins'
parents Wednesday that doctors
were ready to try to separate the
babies. He said the surgery could
occur as early as Friday.
Before the decision was made.
the twins underwent tests to see
if their five-chambered heart
could be rebuilt to serve one
child. A normal heart has four
chambers.
The twins were born June 29 at
Loyola University Medical Center in Chicago, where doctors
opposed separation. Kenneth and
Reitha Lakeberg brought Their
daughters to Philadelphia on
Tuesday.

Briggs & Stratton
lists employee changes
Briggs & Stratton recently made
two employment announcements.
Ronald Miskelley has assumed responsibility as national Sales Manager for Briggs & Stratton Corporation's industrial sales division. His
new responsibilities encompass the
sales management of 19 OEM sales
representatives and the development/delivery of programs to industrial customers for the United
States and Canada.
Before this new assignment, Ron
held the position of Briggs & Stratton's Marketing Manager for the
Lawn & Garden Division for the
past five years. He holds a bachelor--business administration from
Eastern Michigan University and is
a board member of the Memorial
Hospital of Oconomowoc.
Ron, his wife Nancy, and three
children, Stephanie, Steven, and
Brian, reside in Hartland, Wisconsin.
William Reitman, Marketing Director, has assumed responsibility
for Briggs & Strauon Corporation's'
domestic lawn and garden marketing in addition to his responsibility
for new ventures. His new responsibilities at Briggs & Stratton Corporation will include the development
of new products and marketing
opportunities for the company.
His Most recent position before
this new assignment was that of
Senior Director for Golden Entertainment/Sight & Sound businesses
at Western Publishing Company.
Reitman's educational credentials
(Omiinclude a master—business
nistration and a bachelor--business
administration from the University
of Wisconsin--Madison.
Originally from Milwaukee, he
currently resides in Fox Point, Wisconsin With his wife Martha and
their two children, Kevin and
Sandy.

111611111111
DIETURYS?
OR

The Choice Is Yours.

DOCKERS
SALE

30% OFF
CABIN CREEK CASUAL SPORTSWEAR FOR
MISSES PETITES AND WOMEN'S SIZES

SAVE 25% ON ALL DOCKERS
FOR MISSES' AND PETITES' SIZES

0 SALE 94.99 1
STAFFORD SINGLE-BREASTED
BLAZER
00(1 S120

30% OFF

30% OFF
WORTHINGTON

HANDBAGS

ALL KIDS' NIKE

APPAREL

Percentage oft regular price.;

SALE

SALE 5.99

ALL JUNIORS' COORDINATING
SPORTSWEAR

TOWNCRAFT 6-PR PKG. COTTON BLEND
ATHLETIC TUBE SOCKS FOR MEN

30% OFF

Reg. 9.99

DELICATES DAYWEAR

25% OFF

25% OFF

A GREAT SELECTION OF SHEETc,

ALL JUNIOR SLEEPWEAR

30% OFF
ALL BOYS' AND GIRLS'
COORDINATES
Percentage oft regular it IC

prima

01903. JCP•reney Company, Inc.
Regular prIces are offering prkwe only. Sales may or may not hay.
been made al regular price*.
asle tykes on repibitsWeed smosemsess sissm In WV. SW elleceus 1411.41. Sesurdes.
pr***. 'MR!pokes nosmons
how 21. PaPMNIalla•
srAngs 511 ossolar Riese AS miss mululls aCIlluvry Srnsm souse

mossira romp oft mom*

Join In the Fun at the United Way
"Fun-Raising" Celebration
Thursday, Aug. 19 al 6:30 p.m.
MSU Owls Connor meow

on Phones
7S0 1400
Calabg PTonts
714440K1
1400-2224181
Stole Mows
Mon .Ut. 104
Sun. 1210-41C
Won Hours
Mon..Tues.-Wed 104
Tiros, II FS. La

as Sit am. 1.4

Penney
Chestnut HMO •
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CLASSIFIED

AD3wEnztas

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 3 days in advisee., and are es follows:
.....
3 pan.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.sa.
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition ......---..-.-.-.-......--.-------- Meeday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition

Adiertieses us nquested to cheek the
first hisertios oftheir ado for any error.
The Murray Ledger & nass will be
rospeeiblo br only oat Moonsetisiertiss. Aay error should be reported
a.m.-5 p.m.
inoweihately so correetises ma be
a.m.-12 p.m.}
mark.

753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8
Saturday 8

Thursday 3 paw

Saturday Edition

411
tt %mitt I
Legal Notice

010

030.-------- Card of Thanks
ln bleroory
040
050 _..--...._.... Lost• Found

090
100
110

& Childcare
Situatson Wanted
..... Business Opportunity
Lnstruction

For Trade

540560

..

.........Pr.. Column

570

A I 1I• RI \ I \I

.Wanted

t

2110 .___Mabil• Homes For Rent

Mobile Hamm For Sale

245 Mobile Horne Lota For Rent
300 .

.Business Rentals

310
_
Want To Rent
I It \\*A1'1)1( I %HO\
._--.----Motorcycles
470
Apainnents For Rent
320
-Auto Simms
480
Auto Parts
465 ..........
Rooms For Rant
Used Cars
490
Vans
495
Houses For Rent
Mood Trucks
SOO
510 ---.---..---- Campers
.11•Ms•Motors 300.-------Per Rent or LAMM
530

Public Sale

060
070

.Extarsunating
..... Business Somme
.Heating And Cooling
.Services Offered

230
260 .....
290
530

Mist 1..1.1-t•t- tit •••

• MITI II \1I• I

la- \I

'1 11% 14 1

190---Fora Equipment
370 -Livesisek & Supplies
390.- Peelsry•Supplies
Produce
400
Peed & Said
550
•

MasterCard

Home Loans

430.
430

--...... Real Estate

436 ----Lake Property
Lot• For Salo

440

450 ...............Firm. For Sal*
4110

Homes For Sale

\II
Canpators
130
130 ---Per
Sale Or Tomb
Itlaat
140
150
Aelleles Per Sale
1S5 ---------- Appliances
Fisrmalunde
150
........Anuque.
HIS
Venous Cleaner.
170
sn Mectunia
190
196
liosvy Equipment
300 ________ Sparta Equipment
210.---_-_-__
Ptmeood
bimetal
340

Display Ads
$6.00 Colima lack
Display Ade
41a1 Dumas are 111m.
NI Diammet led Dm
(All 3 Ade lbw Imo wain• Doe POW
$1 79 per miens ink ems to Tradop Clasp
pug 0••44

Reader Ads:
234 per word 96.00 adisimem 1st
Ile per ward per day ter each
additioaal aineenstive day. $1.71
antra for shopper(Tee. Clermitiode
pe into Monne( Guido.) KIM eatr. for blind boa ads.

Yard Sale 97.50 Prepaid

..........__T.V & Radio

A *2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad diar
deadline.

020

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1 -800-649-3804.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
AveNebie Mow Age M.
Our most comprehensive Parc/ p.ys- for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For tree information

Call:
Jeny McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree bail berm service'
EXCITING' Feel Great'
Lose weight' Call me find
out how! 437 4467 or
753-7262

Ile keeps getting better each year be's
who'd believe
he just turned 65!

FRAMING Custom 11
Creative by Linda Hartline
Oct. (former owner of Mines) Now at Icon Art &
Frame, 200 So 4th St lAurray 753-7201
MRS. THERESA, Reeder
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, grfted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

-A

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &

Accessories

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

-

Help
Wonted

Nodes

Notice

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS
Lose pounds/inches safely/
qtnckly 'Specializing in difficult cases 'Increases me
tabolism 'Stops hunger.
Guaranteed fast results'
Cal Now, Get 20% Off
United Pharmaceutical
1 800 733-3288 (COD's
Accepted)
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Gipthing Supply 753-4545

Full Time Circulation
Clerk Needed!!
Must be familiar with Murray
area. Computer experience a plus.
Must be able to meet and work well
with the public. Benefits available.
Send resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times,
P.O. Box 1040A, Murray, KY 42071.

LOST 08-12-93 at Weeks
Community Cantor, burgundy cigarette case with
drivers license, birth certificate. etc. If found please
return to any office at
Weeks Center or call
753-1452. 753-1456 days.
753-0507, 753-3194
nights No questions
asked
LOST Aug 1 on Old Murray
Paris Rd Ladies grey
leather purse & contents.
Please return bdIfoid with
pictures & important papers No questions asked
Phone 753-6753

ATTENTION Murray.
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11.41 /hr plus benefits For
application & info, call
1-(216)-233-9078 7arn to
1m 7 days.
ATTENT1ON!! Home Makers, Senior Citizens, Second Jobbers & College Students Cablevisoon has several permanent part time
evening telemarketing positions available for the
Super Motivated, Goal
Oriented, High Achiever
We offer paid training. bees
salary plus commission,
weekly & monthly bonuses,
departmental incentives.
Cabievision, 76 N Mein St,
Benton, KY 42025 EOE
APPIY in Person

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 wait io Johnny Robertson Rood,
swill to Sq. His Road, nee on Sq. Hate Road 1/4 Tie
,1 4 4-01 I l,444-,4114 (414
753-0416 P0 Box 1033 tItirray

Americas Second

Mit;litickiing

LIVEZZ10131=111
Loe,„ons
CoaAi
C0.4,1 10

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

vizzeit

PA.101*

For wham=& info ,call
14216)-233-9078 lam to
10 p m , 7 days

BABY liner needed for 6
week girt & 4yr old boy
Prelerrabfy in my home
Mon-Thur 7am 5pen Lynn
Grove area References required 435-4638

Aide. Parttime, afternoon shift.
Experience preferred.
Apply at West View
Nursing Home, 1401
South 161h, Murray.
EOE
Dietary

OWNER Operators We
are increasing our fleet to
service a large national ac
count in Western Tonnes
see Home weekends very
competitive pay package
Call us! 1 800 821-1880
VANS 1 800 772 9280
FLATS
ROCK and country band
looking for lead player that
sings rock Auditions Tue•
day, August 24 at 7pm at
Dors 2 an Union City. TN
For more information call
436 2701

VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacbon Dream
Cash PO Box 224, lAcKen
is, TN 38201
WANTED aggressive &
well groomed person will
ing to start at entry level
position with excellent advancement opportunities
Job includes delivery &
customer service Openings at Colortyme in Murritt
& Mayfield Apply in
person

CAR stereo installer, experience required Send re- THE BEST TEAM PAY ON
sume to PO Box 48 Mur- THE ROAD COVENANT
ray, Ky 42071
TRANSPORT Our Top WANTED barmaids, waitTeam Earned Over resses 8 dancers, $500
05.000 Last Year Starting plus weekly Doll House
at $ 27 to $ 29 Per kale, Cafe, Paris, Tn
Paid Health and Life Insur• 901-642 4297 7pm-2arn
ance, Motel Layover Pay.
Loading/Unloading Pay, WENDY'S now hiring for
Paschall Truck Line.,
Deadheadn/acabon Pay, day time shift Must be able
Inc. hiring for all ofSpouse Rider Program, to work weekends
face positions. Out,
Solos Welcome, Truck Cashiers & prep people
standing pay and
Driving School Graduates Apply at store daily Ask for
manager Chestnut Street
benefits. All inquiries
Welcome
Murray
confidential
1 800 441 4394
Send Reau met To:
P.O. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071
REGISTERED NURSES
No Phone Call. Pima,
EOE
The Purchase District Health Department

DRIVERS Celadon Trucking we,currently have positions available for Warns &
solo drivers/great lanes/
dedicated team dispatch/
computerized phone
systems/excellent equipment & benefits Call & let
us ewe you the details
800- 729-9770
DRIVERS, Over the Road
Van/Flat 35 Steles, lyr experience verifiable start
25-28 cents/mite with 3 yrs
Call
Benefits.
1-800-444-6648

EXPERIENCED afternoon
cook 1-9 shift Apply in
person at Ann's Country
Kitchen in Hazel

POSITION
AVAILABLE
(Dorn pen lot 6,010)

"POSTAL JOBS81ay'1111.4 Vbr •kieente

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mad Start now
no experience, tree supplies, free information, no
obligation Send SASE to
Hi-Lo, PO Box 3648-BB,
San Angelo, Texas 76902

West Vitn%

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Attention Murray!

EXPERIENCED lead carpenter, mainly framing
502-437-4254

seeks applicants for full time, part-time and
PRN registered nurse vacancies in the Home
Health Agency. A register of applicants is
being established to fill a current vacancy in
Carlisle County and for upcoming vacancies
due to expansion in other counties. Pan-time
and PRN positions could develop into full
time. Kentucky mines license required. Salary based on education and experience.
Contact Jennena Berry, R.N., Home Health
Nursing Administrator, Purchase District
Health Department,at(502)444-9625.Transcripts and completed application required.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYEic

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for on aggressive individual
with an advertising and soles background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalisrn and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission. excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

US POSTAL & GOVERNMENT JOBS $23itir plus
benefits Now hiring
1800 2008760 24 hours
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens. security,
mantenanoe, etc No exp
necessary Now hinng For
call
info
more
219-794-0010 ext 7159.
8am-8pm. 7 days

Also Hiring Drivers
*flexible hours
'must be at least

18 years
*clean driving record & insurance

Apply in person:

Papa John's Pizza
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

SELL/Coke- Pepsi/
Snicliers/Frilo-lay. Maned
114,500 approved locotors, (18 misidenesy estiearnings
mated
$790-$1320 weekly
1-800-38114302.
VENDING routs linappie.
Coco-Cola, Herstseys,
Frito-Lay. SnadvSedas
Payplionsal 91300 WO/
potential.
Call
14004444SM

070
Domestic
& Childcare

HELP WANTED
SPEECH THERAPISTS

CLEANING house a my
business Reliable and experienced, references Cal
Linda 750-9553
I will sit with the elderly
753-4590 for information
NURSE will sit with elderly
Monday thru Friday during
the day 354-9232
WILL keep children in my
home Call 437-4890 ,

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING pots wanted, including formal wear
753 1061
t00
Buenos*
Opportunity
ITS FREE! Our color brochure reveals the money
malting secret that is enhancing the loves of thousands of people No obligation Call 24 hours
1 800 998-0881
LOCAL Snack Route for
sale (10) machines $6200
Includes Everything
1-800-9407070
LOG HOME DEALERSHIP! Unlimited earning
potential! ParVFull- tune
Leads/training Models
from $14,904 Brentwood
Log Homes, 427 River
Rock Blvd, Murfreesboro.
TN 37129 800-264-LOGS
(5647)

Tired of the inpatient hospital routine? Looking for a change and a challenge? Talk to us
about contract speech therapy with the Purchase District Health Department Home Health
Agency. Discuss our pay plan, with per-visit
and travel reimbursement. Qualified applicants are sought to provide therapy in Calloway, Fulton, Graves,or McCracken counties.
Contract speech therapists provide homebased therapy clients of all ages in their
homes. Applicants must be licensed in Kentucky. Contact Jeanena Berry, Home Health
Nursing Administrator, at (502) 444-9625.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

FISHER-PRICE
SANTA'S HELPERS NEEDED
How would you like to help out 01
Santa and earn some extra money as
well?? We have a need for part time
employees who would be available to
work 8 hours/day, Monday through
Friday between 3:30 p.m. and midnight or 4 hours/day between 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. and 10:00
p.m. These part time assignments are
expected to last approximately 7 weeks
with a pay rate of $5.00 per hour.
If you're a mom, college student or
would just like to have a part time job
for a while please visit Mr. Mike Morris
Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 733-0977
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash investment Part time hours
with Jul brne pay Two catalogs, over 700 items Call
1-800-488-4875

DEPENDABLE person to
help mow lawns Call
Bryon's Lawn Service
753-4591
DO You Want Better Pay?
Do you want more mites/
Then call J B Hunt
1-800-2JB-HUNT EOE/
Subject to drug screen
00 you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for pewee 16 thru
21 that are not hill time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Fore days a week
between 800am-300pin.
We are an EOE. This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Counci-JTPA.

IMMEDIATE positions
available Welders & general laborers Apply in person Vegan Metal, Sedalia
Ky. 328-8980.
INDUSTRIAL type kitchen
work, part time, Mon Fri
7-3 Apply en person 411 N
4th St No phone calls
please

Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturda September 11, 1993.

LAWN maintenance, full
time position available Call
& leave message between
9am-5prn only 753-5726
Maley lawn & Landscape
Service

--- COUPON

NEEDED licensed cosmetologist. Set your own
hours, be your own boss
753-7275

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo
in your paper. (Photo enclosed.)
Name of Chi1#

Papa John's Pizza now hiring
assistant managers in Murray, Ky.
straining program provided
*vacation benefits
*insurance available
•competitive wages

RARE OPPORTUNITY
Tennessee based Corportabon expanding in the
Murray area Looking tor a
person with management
potential $40,000 Excellent training provided For a
career opportunity with a
leader in its field Call
1 800-264-7958 Mon-Fri
9m-4pm Ask tor personal
R 0 I 90 days

Name of Grandparents

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68

- 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Martha Hopper has returned
bringing you the same qua*
foods, cooking and orlon.
1544521
I p.m. to 9 p.m.
11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday
Closed Tuesday

•

Hayley Danielle Erikson
Grandparents
Karen & Craig Covert
Joyce King
Dart King
Send photo, names of grandpareqs. name of child,
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:
Justin & Kristin Boggess
Grandparents
Della Boggess
Mickey & Carita Boggess

Murray Ledger 81 Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Enclosed is
$7.00 lit picture
$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picture.

Bring in by September 9 (12 noon) to
be published September 11th.
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VENDING ROUTE Local
For Sate Strong and solid
cash business High talk
locations Newest and hottest machines on mbirat
1- 800- 284 8363.
1-800-284 VEND

JUST received tag truck
bad of budding nollsioi,
sigh* irregular We are
blowing it out cheep Pashcad Sekrage v. mile south
Ky
Hazel,
of
901-498-8964

I

POST Frame Buildings
Size 244.40"alf Erie Price
$4920 plus freight Other
sizes iweslable Bk12 Builders I 800-628 1324

instruct's.

Lyndia Cochran
Dance& Gymnastics
mit -

753-4647

aired to
oda attar
14

/7

„denz
1Th_ ancc -,Studio

and Gymna5tiz.5

•-P•esii
Lso. Invest
POP/OCI bestiaries), estiearnings
1 weekly
2.

le Ilmigais,
Hershey.,
di/Sedge &
1800 WIdy
Call

To Register

Call 753-0605
Wet
Te Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5prn
ANTIQUE ode board &Jot
dreng table & chairs walnut,. mikho9anY of chaffy,
Kyr* or older 753-3672
alter 5pm

iTS
r

C? Look'alk to us
Purchle Health
per-visit
d applicin Callocounties.
C homein their
I in Kenie Health
44-9625.
,OYER.

DID
out 01
iney as
rt time
able to
hrough
d mid00 a.m.
1 10:00
nts are
r weeks

hour.

lent or
ime job

CASH paid lot good used
nfles, shoguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,

'
!Awry,

mployer
momisoM

11111111111111

the
93.

WINDOW eic repot' Free
esanisies 436 2904

Units Frown $199 Lamps MYRTLE BEACH RE
Lotions-Accessories SORT
VACATION
Monthly payments low as RENTALS-FuNy furresho:1
$18 Call Today FREE condos Pookennis and
NEW Color Catalog
more Golf tiackagesi
1-000-462-9197
winter rentals available
Fail rates from $327rweek
FREE BROCHURE
1 800448 5653

FOR Rent Business Retail
or °Noce Specie in S Side
Shopping C•nt•r
753 4509 or 7S3 6612

4x8 PLYWOOD $4/sheet
2x4x8 standard & better
Spoils
cdx plywood
$1 9k/ea
Equipment
$9 511,sheet Paschal Salmile south of HOYT Easton bow for sale
vage,
Hazel, Ky 901-498-8964 753-2235

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

L WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies. outdoor wed
dings Mountain Chapel
overlooking river. near Gat
linburg Everything provided Accommodations
RoMentiC Carriage Ride
Reasonable prices Charge
accepted
Cards
Heartland/
1 800-448 VOWS (8697)

K T I and Associates otter
irig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 4-36 6099
270
Moab
Home Foe Sale
10x50 BUILT in range
oven, refrigerator. 2br
Must sell First $900
759-1122
1981 14x65 MASCOT
completely set up 3br 2
bath, central air, gas heat
siding, shingle roof, city we
ter, cable Can be moved or
rent 2 acre lot North of
Murray 511.000 Call
753-7684
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

HOT Summer Sizzling
Sale Volunteer Homes.
Inc -Home of the UnbeatUPRIGHT piano, good con- able Dear 0295 1985 2br
dition, ivory keys Barbara only $503 down. $156 per
Oakley 753-5297 day or month *235 14x70 only
$9995 0275 16x80 31x,
BOGARD trucking and ex- night.
10% down, extra neat,
cavating. inc. We haul top
2.10
$175 per month I/291 Nice
soR, gravel, NI dirt, white
2br, only $4995 *299
rock, np rap 759-1828
iihmellaneoles
Repol 14x80 3br. only $500
ELECTRIC typewriter with
down, $189 per month
f3AHAMA Cruise. 5 days/4
extra ribbon 753-7797.
*294 Big 28x70 doublewnights. Underbooked I Must
EXERSISE bike, brass sell! $279/couple Limited ode, only $26,995, 10%
horses, knives. other items tickets (407) 767-8100 ext down and $275 per month
Many good clocks 4395 Mon-Sat 9am-lOpm *683 New 3br. 2 bath,
shingle roof 8 vinyl siding,
743-9780
FOR lakes, ponds, roads & $15,995, 10% down and
4)8iD shallow pump with streets We have dozer, $165 per month 'We Want
weather top. 200 grader, dirt mover 8 also Your Business' Highway
snip comae* utility pole bush hogging Any size 79 East, Pans, Tennessee
kx trailer 435-4524
gibs Free estimates Call 38242
GRANDFATHER clock for Ted Edwards or Charles LAKELAND Quality
sale, excellent condition Smotherman 436 5828 or Homes Now is time to buy
753-9822
33-4725
94's at 93 prices 5% down
NN Deere riding mower. KENLAKE State Parks Hot payment to qualified buy8,30" cut, excellent con- August Blues Festival ers New 16000 3br. $219
dillon, $850 obo Call Sunday, August 29 Ticket per mo, New 14x70 31x,
mo, New taxa°
70-1011 after 6pm
information 800-325-0143 $187 per
2br, $174 per mo, New
14x56 2br, $141 per mo.
4
New 14x52 2br. $10.500,
Used 14x64 2br, $9995,
Used 14x60 2tx. $7995
Jack Thompson, Terry
Lynch. Bill Carder, 641 N,
Benton, KY 527-5253
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
MOBILE HOME REPOS
Physical
No
Examinations
FOR SALE Singles/
If you are in reasonably good health &
doubles Financing available Clean, late model
cap answer no to a few questions you
homes Green Tree Finanrney qualify for preferred rates. Below
cial Corp/Kentucky,
arie a few =all& preferred rates at
or
606-223-1010
different ages for a $4.000.O0 POLICY
1-800-221-8204

BEAUTIFUL Arbor for patio.. Remeve and reassemble on your patio.
Priced below cost of lumber
& teberipls. 753-0503.

PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600.

A

BURIAL INSURANCE

4

age
N age
age
' age
oge

MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40,mo 7594061
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has unds avail
able 753 2905 for more
information

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

si rItnqiums guaranteed NOT to increase
)

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

9051ycamore, Murray,KY
"Our 28th year of Service"

Public
Sift

Moving
Sale

5 Party
Yard Sale

Sat. & Sun.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Panorama Shores
corner
Oakhurt
Court & Panorama
Drive
Household goods &
furniture, pabo himlure, baby bed

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Riviera Ct 1151, located
across from Shoney's
on 641 North
7 am.-2
Fri. & Sat
Lots of everything
Come and see Furniture odds & ends girls
and toys clothes - different sizes

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Buskins
Nwitis

PROFESSIONAL office
space let leas. on or out
09(2393. (formerly MID
Realty). APIXox 3200sq11.
with 4 private Oboes, 9
RIVERSIDE WEDDINGS' personal office areas
REFRIGERATOR white. Be married on a riverside reception/work station
gazebo or nearby elegant waiong area, in tegh traffic
$100 753 6633
chapel in Pigeon Forge shopping center near MSU
Tennessee From $99 No campus Murray. Ky Fully
blood lest or waiting period' carpeted, 2 bath, ern
1 800-729-4365
ploy** lounge Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center in
BEAUTIFUL oak king ROMANTIC CANDE
dudes Dollar General
WEDDINGS
waterbed with drawer LIGHT
Store. 3 restaurants, phar
Or
Mountains,
Smoky
pedestal make otter
Ministers. Elegant macy. retail & proleassonal
cloned
753 2321
offices 506 N 12th St. Mur
Chapel, Photographs, Flor
ray 753 9469
BED/Irving room furniture ale. Lome. Videos. Bridal
or sale Cal 753-0443
Suess with Jecuzze, No
310
Waiting No Blood Tests
DREW Cherry bedroom Gatlinburg, Tennessee
Want
suite wicker porch set, oc- 1-800-933-7464
To Real
tagon glass top coheir
TIME share units and FARM house in country
tibia 759-4168
2br Must have good heat
campground member
LAST chance! Bunk beds
source No more than
Distress sales
ships
with mattresses. $60
cheap' Worldwide Brew- $300 Have pets and infant
753-1982
bons Cal VACATION NET- Call 436-2048
OLD round oak table. $175 WORK U S and Canada
Broyhill love seat, like new, 800 543 6173 Free rental
information 305 563 5586
$200 437 4616 after 5prn

QUASAR 25" cabinet
tv.in gootf condition
ro.1-2992
1962 FORD 601 with new
bush hog, tractor in excel23,000 BTU or conditioner,
lent condition Kist sell
good condition, $125
759-9698
753-8940

ADJUSTABLE round & adjustable rectangle merckanchse display racks inquire at Bright's 753-6258

NEW condition 74 ton
Trane heat & sat unit Will
eocepi bids 753-1300, at
ter 7pim 4892116

LOG HOMES Design SW
SANYO 4 heed VCR. HO, mos FREE BROCHURE
remote, barely used. $200 HONEST ABLE LOG
oba 492-8446
HOMES, Roues One. Box
Moss, Tennessee
1•VOLFF TANNING BEDS 114CK.
New Commercial-Home 38575 (800) 231 3695

FRONT end loader tor a
Ford 2000 tractor and good
used carpeting 753-4109 QUEEN size sort side
waterbed $200 Call
JUNK air conditioners will 759-1914
pick up 436 2904
QUEEN size waterbed,
STANDING ember, bp dot less than 6 months oid,
tar (laid 753-9808
wood mirror headboard.
WE BUY MORTGAGES good condition 7599236
and Trust Deeds Did you
sell property') Receiving
payments" Why wait' Fast
CASH NOW' Any sizeNationwide Great prices ANTIQUE 8 Coliectables
Call 1-800 659 CASH Aug 20 8 21 9 to 5 High(2274)
way 80,
motes west of
.4444•._
641 Watch for signs
437-4215

8FT deli case, Toledo high
speed meat saw model
5320, 220V Globe slicing
lachine, cornstock castle
oven
double
901-593-5439

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, SMALL 2br house, 8 miles
elecinc or gee Wallung des from loam No pets Rorer
Isnot to college 753 5209 'noes & deposit 492 8594

Public
See

Peek
Sate

Ileums
Per am

GATLINBURG Sum mot Brealhtalung mountaintop views, fireplace. balcony, lutchen. clubhouse
poollacur:is individual
tants rented by Soh-Avert
Enterpnses 15% off August 23 September 2nd
Free
Brouchur•
1-800-242•4853, (205)
988-513a

Pees
& bypass

•

Yard Sale

AKC registered Cocker
Spaniel puppets 623 8629
after 5pm

641 North to Alma.
Turn right on 464,
first house on right
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
golf
Lett-handed
Clubs, lots of ch.ld
ren's clothes, wheels
& tires. lots of mist
items

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915
PET Pot Bellied Pigs
328-8733, 247 9509

PEACOCKS Iwk to
grown Bantam chickens
some free all ages Pygmy
Billy goat, make otter
,
753 6126
110

Produce

TREE ripe yellow Free
Stone peaches Improved
Elbert. now Crest haven
on 8/13 $14/bushel Take
94W out of Murray go
through Tn City t'/, man,
turn right on Hwy 83,go 1
1, 2, 3BR spa furnished. miles Watch for peaches
very nice, some with signs Hoyt F Adams
washer & dryer, near MSU 382 2360
No pets Also room for rent
753-1252 days 7530606 YELLOW Freestone
peaches Damsoms &
after 5pm
prune plums fall &epees
BR low utilities, refer
McKenzie Orchard
ences & deposit required 753 4725 or 753 9468
No pets 753 3949
1 OR 21x apts new down
town Murray 753-4109
2 1BR apts Furnished/
unfurnished $160 & $175
per month No pets Close
to campus 753-7276
2BR apt in Northwood
$270/mo 750 4406
1BRagenost university No
pets $190/mo 753 5992
2BR duplex in Northwood
S350Vmo 759 4406
AVAILABLE Sept 1 1702
Oradell Dr Extra nice 2br
duplex. decorated in earth
lone S350/mo Lease de
posit No pets 753 0814
FEMALE looking ica room
male(s)to share 3tx house
$141 per person plus
utilities 753 6898 after
7pm
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepeng applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
hveen 8am I2noon No
phone calk please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SMALL furnished apt, (in
dudes washer) $150 per
mo Deposit required No
pets See at 407 South 8th

St
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113

33(3
Roosts
Fee Red
NEAR MSU. kitchen Irving
room, privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

COPEIAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield
Now Picking Red Haven
Peaches, Apples
623-8312

sin
Public
Sale

Garage Sale
1609 Ryan Ave.
Wed.-Sat.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Toys, games, ba
skets, clothes. computer tables, curtains, spreads matched sets, mats
and napkins twin
and
headboard
frame, misc items

Yard Sale
1st trailer past
John Deere on
641 S
Thurs., Fri., &
Sat.
School clothes all
sizes). Jewelry, books,
shoes, coats, sewing
machine, parakeet
with cage & more.

4-Party
Garage Sale
Kirksey Hwy.
299, turn right at
Stella about
two V2 miles
white stone house
blue trim on left
side of road.
Thurs., Fri., &
Sat.
7 a.m. - ?

ROOM for rent 753-7115
3,10

ileum
Fee Rail
28R, 1 bath house with
garage, large backyard,
$350/mo Cal 753-4141 after 5pm ask tor Paul

28R, all etedric, house ri
Panorama Shores Kitchen
with stove & refrioeralior,
great room with wood kspiece insert 1 bathroom,
screened in porch & large
mo
Loans,
Home
MOBILE
deck. Washer/dryer hoobrie home financing 1976 kup available $275 per
and newer from Green Tree month,$275 security depofinancial, competitive rates, sit & lyr lees* required
fast, friendly service Call Phone 753-6313 after 5pm
fa an application today' or 842-8664
14100-221-8204
38R, 1 bath house in counMOBILE home and lot in try $375/mo Deposit No
city of Murray Ideal loca- pets 753-8848 before
tion Paved drive, carport, 80011
two storage budding.,
stove, refrigerator, viasher, 3BR. 2'.4 bet. formal LR,
dryer, window blinds and OR,den and deck in Gallscurtains, control gas heat borough $1150/mo, base
and electric sir condition- and deposit required No
ing Call 759-4162 or pets Available Sept I Cal
Brends Skyes 753-8251
753-3003 after 4pm

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Yard Sale
Go to Poost Oak Rd.
off 0194 East 4th trailer
on right.
Aug. 20 & 21
Fri. & Sal
7 s.m.-3 p.m.
Brass, end tal>es amps
carousels. bamboo cha,
knCk knacks, flower an
clOthes
rangements.
something kx everybody
everything trust go

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

•

340
Peuby
& libellee

Yard Sale
641 South • Green Plains
Church Rd. Turn at
Goody Barn,down C end
or 121800h • Old Alum
Paris Road
Sat, Aug. 21
7 sot • ?
Tractor, turndoe, dories
%endow dearer, milk cen,
small wickar, sewing ma
chine, refrigerator lots of
items

13
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Huge 2-Family
Yard Sale
121 N to Stella. Turn
right on 299 1.2 mi.
ti.irn on Alex Forks Rd.
5th house on right.
Aug 20
7 am.-7
Linens, does. dishes, deco
terns. men's XL clothes,
women" 12-14, much
more Fall house cleaning
Corns mate an oiler

Don't put it
in the attic,

garage or,
basement
put it in the

Classifieds
753-1916

Moving
Sale
502 N. 6th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Aug. 20
7:30 10 7
Regency 500 Scanner an
tonna & pole.slectc score
mattress 8 springs, vac
Juni cleaner. lots of odds &
ends, children's clothes

4 Family
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sal
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
718 Fairlane Or.
SCamers, utility cart,
lamps, t.v. cart, material, books,clothes'
all sizes' and lots
morel

3 Party
Yard Sale
2200
Edinborough
Fri. 820
6 a.m. until ?
Clothes housewares
lOts of misC

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 20 & 21
On 121 North, 14 mile
South of Coldwaiar
across from Intersection
1636.
sex 1978 LTD Foni car
tab* lt 4 chars. alpha* ling
size ranked manna imir
ismer penis. Senn tabnc
wood ha a cher oar tops
redo pea
pars crafts
cloths bash oven Om
at Is mom

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
NOW'No downpayment on
Miles material, below
market construction & fl
nanang Call Miles Homes
today. 1 800 343 2884 ext
1

EXTREMELY livable 4br 2
ball home Features large
tic room, nestled on 70
moans"Ky Lake & Miler
Golf Course Oftered at
$98.500 MIS 84879 Con
tact Kopperud Really
753-1222
KENTUCKY LAKE LOT
2 7
BARGAIN'
ACRES $79 64/Mo Enjoy
access to pristine Lake
Barkley from the beautifully
wooded parcel Build your
vacation retirement home
now! Call deveiopertowner
800 858 1323 Woodland
Acres Price $7900 $1600
down bal fin 10 yrs at
895% ARM
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all pre:. ranges II
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by orrice at 711 Main St
NEWLY listed wooded 26
aaes in Northwest Calla
way County Priced at
$37.250 MLS #5107 Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
agency For all your roal
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
estate needs call them toBel Air
Center
502-753 SOLD, day at 753 16511 Sycamore and 12th St
1-8003695790

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday,August 20, 1993 at 1 p.m. at the home of Mr. Si Mr..James F.
Kennedy.From Murray.Ky.take hwy. L21 So.through New Concord
to Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. turn left follow road that goes to
Cypress Boat Dock Si Restaurant. Turn at sign on Lake Drive, o ow
to auction. Watch for auction signs. Mr.and Mrs.Kennedy are moving
out of state.
Duncan l'hyfe drop leaf table & 6 chairs with matching china cabinet • nice
electric mewing machine- Home Interior figu n nes - a lot ofother Home Interior
items - ginger jar vase • Hose back chair -pictures & frames - 3 dial phones cannister set - glasses on stein by Anchor Hocking - china cups & saucers spice rack - 4 slice toaster- Toastniaster gnddle • trash compactor - bed - 5
drawer cheat Si night Stand-- hand itched stem Crystal • stem juice &slur •'
cake stand - WAXford pieces.wall mirror- blankets& beds preada•odd ehairs CB bane -electric heater -. kerosene heater. humidifier,dehumidifier •4 small
plastic tables - iron tea kettle - radio -.fluorescent light 'dough board .Atari
gamest - old metal cooler - small desk - fishing equipment - chaise lounge •
Tupkerware -electric fans. tablecloths - pots& pans - ironstone bed chamber
with lid • sewing items - hidabed couch - table lamps • frost free ref. - nice
upnkht freezer- Blue granite- set abutter scales -electric roaster - twin bed.
step ladder -auto. washer - water hose - bench leg vise - car ramps ext. curds floor jack - shop vise bench - grinder • hand saw - meat saw - other carpenter'
tools - circle saw • side grinder • boat gas can - meter box - work bench . wrenches Si tools - garden planter - metal cabinet - wood cabinet • cement
blocks • Grumman canoe trolling motor - 1P2 ton chain fall - nice 18 h p.
Craftsman lawn mower with 5 h.p. leaf vacuu m Si trailer -push mower • chain
saw line trimmer, nice 2 wheel trailer with tilo-srnall 2 wheel trailer steel
post • log chains - used 15- radial tires - gas cans • 4- plastic drain hose - nice
Masonic ring with blue stone - hand Si garden tools. many other items not
listed. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine. For more
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Darrell Beane 'Ferry Paschall Auctioneers

Dan Miller -

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2331
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

motqa'

Estate Auction

Celire

Saturday,August 21.1993 at 10 a.m.at the home ofthe late Mr.Edd Cox
near Cottage Grove,Tenn. From Paris,Tn.take Hwy.79 past airport
turn left at auction sign. Follow to auction.From Murray or Mayfield
take H wy.97 at In City,Ky.then at Tennessee State Line take Hwy.79
follow to Farmers Co-Op Fertilizer Plant take Hwy. 140 follow thru
Cottage Grove. Watch for auction signs at south edge of Cottage
Grove, Tn.
Old needlework - old quilt box - old foot locker - primitive lamp table table
lamps - old wood ice box - hi-back rocker- 4 drawer chest • old chalk items crochet bedspread - old dish towels - treadle sewing machine - old dressing
table - primitive thifferobe - old corn shelter & box - iron bed - oak dresser •
bedside table may be walnut - old quilts - bedspread -bookcase'straight chairs
- ladies scarfs - Black Diamond wood cook stove - small wood cabinet .unusual
old wood cabinet - -very old kitchen cabinet with stained glass in doors may be
oak - old wood table -.RC thermometer -churn dasher • metal kitchen cabinet twin bed • tin door cabinet with drawer at bottom • round mirror - cream
separator -cream bucket - old stone items - granite pieces - Koehn glass - red
glass • metal trays - Cambridge china - other old glass Si china - flatware
Westclock wall clock - stainless bucket - electric fans& heaters - pots & pans old typewriter- frost free refrigerator - electric cook stove - chest freezer'
chrome breakfast set- ice chest. utility table.churn dasher& lid - shaker set other unusual cabinet base .other old wood cabinets -old carpenter tools -old
dresser -.hog scalding vat -large lot of rough sawed lumber - new ground plow •
other horse drawn tools - cut offsaw - wood barrel - step ladder - hand tools •
shop vise,wrenches Si tools.log chai ns • handsaw.beam or cotton scales -XL
12 chain saw - line trimmer - wood boxes • old carpenter tool box - pipe
wrenches - many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more infermation and your
auction needs phone 602-435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Auctioneers
Dan Miller - Dal rell Beane
Tenn. Mel
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. Si
Firm 2333 Terry Peach/all Ky. Auctioneer
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pay."

AUCTION

Real Estate & Personal Property*.
rn.at 1111 Olive Street in Murray.
Ile Johneop.

Fri day,August27;Milat 1O
Ky. The some of Mrs. Ma

Yard Sale
Friday Only
8 S.M.-?

Garage
Sale
1803 WeStwOOd
Dr.

Westwood Subd.
Fd., Aug. 20, 1993
8 cm. III ?
Girls baby clothes (all
sizes), baby bath tub,
boy ittans, lamps and
much, much more

242

RivIera

Courts

Antique glass, dishes,
clothes. CD's, something for everyone

Classified

Estate Sells Al 12 'oon
Selling a large frame house - 2 bedroom, 1 both upstairs full
apartment upstairs - 3 bedroom, 1 bath down sceirs • large kitchen breakfast room - large living room - outside storage- mature shade on
large lot near college.
Terms:20% down selling price day ofauction. Balance in 30 days with
passing of dead.

Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker
302 S. 12th St. - Murray, Ks'. 753-3263
Dan Miller Auctioneer .135- 1111
Vleiteh next week's paper 11.ir personal property list.
1

_

. ••

. j.
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Civitan candy boxes have local purposes

Nino
Pet kb
WHOLESALE ACREAGE
with las eases to crystal
L4ean Noma Lake in Northeast Tennesseer 5 Acres
ONLY $3900 Wooded
Prayed rd Mounter view
Guranieed babble Excellent Financing WON'T
LAST' CALL NOW' Nome
Shores, 7 days.
800-488-4883 File
a 07019-48-186C

Lab
Property
LAKE area tide-e-way 4
wooded lots plus 2 both
mobile home with extra
den, sun room
large
wooden deck Also large
garage-workshop Al the
for $29,500 MIS 414602
Contact Kopperud Realty
/53-1222

Loa
Fermi.

A

BUILDING lots in subckinSiOn with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded. Southwest School
District, natural gas, city
water, cablevision 3 3
miles from cay limits Financing available Lots as
owes $4500 753-5841 or
753 1566

NICE 2hr. 1 tab bus view 1985 CHEVY $10. grey
home, kd basettent nags murk, slick shdL runs
kitchen8 IlvIng room, be- good. $2000 obo Call
anie. deck Wags. com- 753-9366 alter Spre With
munity boatramp Labiremy or without utility topper
Shores Subdivision $40's 1988 FORD F250 pickup.
7582096
V-8, F I , muo, ph, pAN dual
tanks. radio. wham vriblue
interior Clean and runs
great $4850 Phone
502-875 4050 (dealer)
YAMAHA IT 175. 1989 Bronco II 4x4, V-6, Fl,
$400 obo Call 753-2252 auto. as, Ws. pit. stereo.
POW Ira, while on blue,
1986 YAMAHA 225 4 like new $5650 Phone
*baler, excellent condi 502-875-4050 (dealer)
ton $2000 437-4608
1989 CHEVY 1 ion. utility
1989 HONDA VTR 250
bed, ladder rack 454, auto
Sport bike, low mileage,
8 air. 63.XXX miles. like
sharp 753-5718
new, $11.900 1992 Blazer
250 HONDA 4 wheeler, 4x4 Tahoe. ar, all options,
new tires, new racks. excel- $15,900 1991 Blazer 4x4
lent condition, $1900 obo Tahoe, itdr. all options.
48.XXX miles, $12,900
753-7275
527-2552, 527-3512
CRUISE in style with a
1986 Kawasaki Nino 900 1991 NISSAN 2 wheel
Sharp, clean, excellent &TVS, $6500 492-8548
condition, $2600 Also 3
1991 TOYOTA 4x4, red,
heltrants 753-6767 after
22.XXX miss, aura. as.
61xn
aluminum wheels, factory
DISCOUNT parts, depend warranty, $12,995
able service for MI brands 753-1362, 759-9641 after
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8 5prn Ask for Tim
SERVICE, north of Murray
1992 GMC Sonoma,
on Cokes Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm. loaded, V6. air Cal before
2pm 753-2783
Sat 10arn-3pm

BY owner. Beautiful
wooded lot, almost one
acre, Fairview Acres, four
miles East Old Salem 1967 350 CAMERO. good
Road Cal 753-4423 after condition, $2700 obo 1989
Blaster 4 wheeler, $1150
7pm
CM 437-4616 after 5prn
IN Gatesborough
90.x220 Call 753-9662, 1972 CHEVY Impala,looks
753 7249
8 runs great. $1200 obo
435-4266
Falun
For Sale
LA:1 w 225 acres at Coidwator 753-1300 after 7pm
489-2116
160
Neese
For Sale
3 48R, 2 bath ranch, in
neighborhood, near
rty schools, great room
with fireplace, large tamely
atyle kitchen, nevAy decorated, all appliances included, neatty landscaped,
freshly painted exterior. 2
car garage. 687,900 Call
for appointment 759-1850
or dnve by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

1977 MONTE Carlo, 350
engine. pis, piti, sic, runs
good Call 753-8876 after
5Pm
1984 BUICK Regal. rebuilt
350 (1,XXX miles), tinted
windows, new wheels and
Wes, new shocks. brakes &
beftery 753-2849 "
1984 NISSAN Sentra. sdr,
5sp, good car, $800
498-8916
1984 PONTIAC 6000
753-7386
1985 325 E BMW, 2dr,
black metalic, all power.
brown leather, new radials,
69,XXX miles Call
489-2704 after 6pm

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and decks
available with meal •
root
Sewer root comity.
Who. root coming.
&Airlock vinyl
underpinrWig.
:4x70-2r high average, $365
K Rol anderpinning.
Doors. Windows. Mead
Siding. Floor Repair.
Mar Air Conditioning,

Phone 502-492-6436
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, traders. offices
Wiles Recovery. Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354 8161 after 4prn

FIBERGLASS truck kipper,
long wheel base, $325
753-6389

DAVID Lamb Construction
Roofing new and repairs.
remodeling and additions,
plumbing and electrical
753-5113

Cuba

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowmg ceilings 753-4761,

1985 SPARTAN 32h ideal
tor lull time rv Of college
student 759-4414

Bons
Motors
42F T Gros Craft Romer to
sale or some trade
$27.500 Twin 427 low
hours fords, excellent condition 436 5811 or
436-5082
4 LIKE New BF Goodrich
Ores B7813ST, 4 ply on 5
lug galvenized boat trailer
wheels $90 each in Overtons Magazine Will set all
4 for $180 Phone
50-227 8015
530
Services
Offered

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating. Cooling I Eiectro,
Inc Servoce, sales and installation (502) 435-4699.
435 4327
EXPERIENCED drywall
hashing, new construction,
additions, blown ceilings
436-2060
FOR all your fencing
needs Best prices in town
753 9270

By Wayne M. Williams.
ROCK'S Roofing Al toes
Presideat, Murray Civitaa Club
ol rods and report Torchon modified and rubber
There we dark blue Civitan
br mobile homes. 17 yews Candy Mint boxes in several of the
GERALD WALTERS experience, guaranteed
Racing. vinyl siding. pea work. Free estimates restaurants and businesses in Murwig Free asbestos 18 phone 502-437-4559
ray. They have been around since
years experience. Loci re1975. These are not just any old
ROCKY COLSON Home
hirencas 4362701.
free for the taking if
RINNIK. Rooting. siding, mint offering HADAWAY Construction painting. plumbing. ca- you prefer - but serve three imporRemodeling. vinyl tiding, bers Free marmites Cal
tant objectives for the local Murray
vinyl replacement win- 474-2307
The card in the mint box
Civitans.
dows, vinyl flooring
CHANGE
YOUR
SHEETROCK finishing, says
436-2062
textured colones Larry CHANGES THINGS."
HANDYMAN will do plumb- Chnsman 462-8742
The local profit from the Civitan
ing. electrical, carpentry
and general repair, SUREWAY Tree I Slump Mint Boxes serves two local purRemoval. Insured with full poses: First, a scholarship is given
753-0596
Ins of equipment Free esK B ASSOCIATES. Gen- taboo. Day or night. each semester to a student at Murray
eral conilrucion. remodel- 753-S484
State University that is a major in
ing. wages,decks. patios,
Special Education and is a member
Si W Corelruclion, Hazel,
Inbar Pim 753-0634.
of
the Student Council for ExcepKY. New homes, additions,
KITCHEN CABINET RE- vinyl siding, replacement tional Children (SCEC). These stuCOVERY cueing doors & windows. roofing and gar- dents are prepared to assist persons
frames with woodgrain for- ages Call 492-8873 JIM
that are mentally or physically
mica at colors. Free esti- Wiliam., 492-8238 Leo
handicapped whether in schools or
mates. Wulfrs Recovery Stmts.
service agencies. This fits perfectly
Murray 4365580
THE Gut* Co Seamless
slogan - "Civitan
LAWN inowinwservica In- aluminum gutters, variety with the Civitan
Helps People." The second local use
sured Coleman BeneGel of colors Licensed, inphone 7594564
of these funds is used to provide a
sured. Estimate available
Christmas party for the clients at the
750-4800.
UCENSED for elecinc and
gas 753-7203
TIM'S Repair Service dimMR Chimney, Chimney ing same day service on all
limn I gwden equipment
cleaner 492-8723
kerosene heaters, automoMULCH, pock up loads
bile moms repairs Most reMurray 4365560
pairs at your home. 15
years experience
NEED carpet installed'
753-5299
Have 20yrs experience
Call 474-2789
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR East dealer.
Service Center, cleaning- Both aides vulnerable.
ODD jobs, minor repairs
NORTH
servicing $15, most repairs
%forename eyelet*. Free
$35 Free estimates Route
•
K
42
estimates. Call -Reid
1. Alm° Open 9-12, 1-5,
•986 3
750-9689.
Mon
, 753-0530_
•8 5 4 3
PAINTING, remodeling vi•98
tenor, exterior Building WANTED light hauling,
EAST
WEST
decks, fences, driveway trees trimmed or removed
+83
sealed 474-8855
Call Don 753-2772 or •AJ 9 76
'4
AKQJ752
PAINTING, exterior, inter- 753-2320
•Q 109
* J 76 2
ior Call Charlie Rains WINDOW 8 door repair
+752
+4
753-5754
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
SOUTH
aluminum
or wood 20yrs
PLUMBING repairman with
•Q 105
same day service Call experience 753-2330
•10
prompt service
436-5255
•A K
•AKQJ 1063
The bidding:
North
East
South West
Dble
1+
Pass
1•
4•
5+
Dble
Opening lead -four of hearts.

Exercise in Good Technique

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

HOROSCOPES

Call 753.5934

Adjacent to the Alabama Children's Hospital. University Hospital
at UAB, and UAB's Sparks Center
for Learning Disorders, the Civitan
International Research Centcr is an
integral part of the UAB Medical
Center Complex. Recent advances
in neurobiology, genetics, and behavioral sciences are helping CIRC
researchers to understand the basic
causes of disabilities and is providing insights into treaunents and
preventive measures.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

1 A Al Hauling, tree trim
1985 OLDS 98 Regency, ming, tree removal. cleanloaded, good condition ing out sheds, attics, 8 odd
3I3R, 1 bath, large utility.
Cal 753-6433 or 753-8666 lobs Free estimates
siding. garage. 1 7 acres
MasterCard
great location, $45.000 19013 PLYMOUTH Reliant 436-2102 Luke Lamb
Call evenings 527-0686
K, $14013 492-8548
Al 1A at around mowing 8
tree trimming 8 light haul3BR, 2 bath brick. 1380q 1989 BUICK Regal Gran
wig Call 436 2528 ask tor
3yrs old. $72,000 Phone Sport, excellent condition,
Mark
for appointment 753-3293 high mileage, all options
moorVsun roof_ $6500 obo Al, AL'S hauling, yard
4BR,34 bath home built b
750-9924 leave message work, tree removal. mowquality standards. Features
or call after 5pm.
ing Free estimates
2 master suites, large bright
kitchen, large side erIWY 1989 FORD Tempo. 4dr 759-1683
garage with built in. Great pib, pis, auto, air, $3650. Al TREE Service Stump
closet space 8 many other Call 753-7582
removal and spraying Free
outstanding features Adiaestimates 753 0906 after
TOYOTA
Camry
De1989
cent lot available Located
5pon: 759 9816. 753-0495
in Southwest Vda Estates luxe, 45,XXX miles, one
FRIDAY, AUGUST 20, 1993
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
MIS 05164 Contact Kap- owner, $7500 753-1453
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
perud Realty 753-1222
1990 PONTIAC Grand Heating Cooling 8 Electric, date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone . company will bill you 95
InInc
Service
sales
and
BRICK home, central ME Pnx, 4dr, blue 8 silver, stallation (502) 435-4699, cents a minute.)
759-4131.
gas line, city water. 2br, 1 loaded, $6500.
435-4327
NAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Retirement does not mean you no
bath, hardwood floors, dou- 1990 PONTIAC 6000 LE,
ble carport. large barn, ap- Auto,V-6, Silver with blue ALPHA Builders Carpen- NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: longer set goals and pursue them
piianceis, refrigerator ne- interior, 75.XXX miles, try, remodeling porches, Your relationships become much aggressively.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
g table. $40's 492-8892 $4000 Firm. Phone Frank- roofing, concrete, drive- more fulfilling. An economic turnways, pairiting mainte- around in late fall helps both busi- not give up! Any business losses are
fort 502-875-1844 )dealer)
CONTEMPORARY denance, etc Free estimates ness and your domestic finances. purely temporary'. Mate or partner
6prrt.,
signed home built in 1991 after
489-2303
Invest in the future. A combination turns to you for encouragement.
Located on 54 wooded CAR Stereo Installation
of new alliances and modem tech- Offer your wholehearted support.
acres in private setting 753-0113. Sunset Boulenology' will bring both extra cash
Follow through on the promises you
Many outstanding features vard Music. Murray's Aland glamour your way. Early in
make.
in this quality 3br, 24 bath pine Car Audio Specialist,
home MIS $3605 Contact Dixieland Center, 1 block
1994. seize a golden opportunity to
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Kopperud
Realty from IASU dorms
get in on the ground Boor of a creAlthough first impressions are
ResidentalCommercial
753-1222
ative venture. N'our Leo flair for the important. they could he misleading
OLDS Cerra, 1985, adr,
dramatic will make it a great suc- today. Keep your guard up if someLARGE two story horns good condition.$1700 Call
with nice lot located in 762-3435 days, 762-2348
cess!
one suggests changes in money
great neighborhood 4-5br, nights
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
management.
Tried-and-true
ANTIOUE
refinishing. fur- THIS DATE:
2 baths, family room with
journalist Connie approaches still work best.
niture repair 8 custom
fireplace, large Irving room.
(:hung, actress Theresa Saldarta.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-NoV`. 21):
woodworking 753 8056
dining room, playroom,
Sen. Terry Sanford. slugger Tom
Your ingenuity could lead a former
hardwood floors. newly deAPPLIANCE REPAIRS
Brunansky.
employer to invite you back. Be cercorated. 2600sq ft, atFactory trained by 3 major
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): tain the deal is something vou can
tached garage $97,500.
manufacturers All work Avoid
kicking horns Vk ith your mate live with. You will be jirectls
CM 753-7656
1992 AEROSTAR XLT, ex- and parts warranted Ask
or you could have an uncomfortable involved in a project that a child
MARTIN Heights ranch tended, dual air, warranty, for Andy at The Appliance
v‘vekend. You can learn a lot from
begins.
Works, 753-2455
brick home available 3br, 2 loaded, $15,500
being a good listener. Make notes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
bath, open family, dining/ 474-2796
APPLIANCE SERVICE
21): View a health problem as an
lutchen area. front porch, 1992 AEROSTAR van with Kenmore Westinghouse, for future reference.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A opportunity to learn more about
pato, 2 car garage, land- 24K
miles, dual as, Eddy Whirlpool 30. years exscaped 1549 Whippoor- Bauer Edition, hunter perience
yourself. Sleep difficulties will
BOBBY loving gesture from someone at a
will 750-1804.
distance has you walking on air. A quickly fade. Refuse to dwell on the
HOPPER. 436 5848
green 901-642-2590
savings campaign will eventually
negative.
MUST see! Southwest
BACKHOE SERVICE
produce big dividends. You feel
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
School area Nice 9 room,
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
efforts.
3br. 2 both, double wide.
19): Take a short vacation before
installation, repair, replace- good about your
mobile home, large lot PrGEMINI (May 2I -June 20): summer slips away. Financial help
ment 759-1515
iced to move $42,800 Call
Improving your appearance boosts from a private source boosts your
1973
FORD
lockup.
nice
.
,
81 Salentine Professional
BACKHOE Service. ROY ..your self-confidence. Extra effort at spirits. Let your instincts lead you
in
HILL Septic system. drive- work
Real Estate 750-1591 or $850 436-sees
will bring nest monetary the right direction.
ways.
hauling,
753-7581 alter 4 30pm
foundations,
1978 FORD F100, auto,
gains. It may be necessary to bend
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
etc 759 4664
NEW 4-5br, 24 bath arrVlm cassette, new Ores,
over backwards to obtain the finan- Keep your ambition in check and
very
Hie
rust.
390
engine,
BOB'S Plumbing Repair cial support you need.
home Finished upstairs
you will see things in proper pergives OW 1800aq ft living 40.XXX miles, p/b. p/s, Sipco AN work guaranCANCER (June 2I -July 22): spective. Your inner resources help
$1500
759-9826
talk! 753-1134 or
space, single car garage
Make your own financial decisions you solve a personal problem. Enter
appliances furnished Pr- 1981 FORD F250 Ranger 436-5832
and your money will begin to work a contest without further delay.
iced to sell in the low $90's Ix!, aluminum wheels.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
See M 1313 Farris Avenue new tires. excellent condi- BRYON'S LAWN SER- for you. Broaden your horizons by
VICE Free estimates socializing tonight. Nil-picking
You spot a new economic trend
or call 753-8823 alter Ipm tion 492-8650
753-4591
for appointment.
could land you in hot water with today. Do what you can to capitalize
CARPET and vinyl installa- loved ones.
on it. Preventive medicine can save
tion and repairs Glen Beb
I.E0 (July 23-Aug. 22): you grief. You find yourself more
Der, 7591247
Romance has you guessing. Today's and more attracted to someone speCARPORTS for cars and events improve your chances for cial.
PS
trucks Special sizes for forming a successful partnership.
motor home, boats, RVs
Cabe robarbe CAIIIMIETS
and etc Excellent protecTODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, family-oriented and seldom at
COMM WOOOWOMPAKI
tion, high quality. excellent a loss for words. They like to confide in people and may have trouble keepAl Types Of:
valve Roy Hal 759 4664
ing secrets. For these youngsters. home is a safe harbor. a place to which to
Custom Woodworking
C& 0 HOME Repairs Cat retreat and find reassurance. At other times, these Leos can he real party ani753-9869
mals-eager to be seen in all the best places. Ambitious and diligent, they
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
COMM Chlm Chimney quickly climb the ladder of success.
• Drop by and see our showroom
Sweeps has 10% senior
iTo nolo a ft...oft' and updated copy °Ukase Oflori'. heil-sellinfl Ant* "N'emenlaN Toct. and Forts
40111 SUPIOURY INURRIP$V 111•Pind Sam, 111.11445
citizen discounts We sell el' Hem Awning,Can Help You Fond Your Place in Gad'. Plan.- lend Ca
pc.iaee and handbag
MONO
chimney asps and screens to plume ck$ flfwite•• and Mk Wel. PO Boa 419150. fLai'a Cii,. Mo mill Make .hr.k. p.i$.4ber
Andlrem.andll4cMeel
•
436-4191.

Bill's Window
Cleaning Service
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local WATCH. Center at 702
Main,.Street.- Another use of the Civitan Candy
Box funds is new. A portion of the
funds are contributed to Civitan
International to give a financial
basis for the Civitan International
Research Center (CIRO. in Birmingham. Ala. This is a flagship
project for Civitan's philanthropic
efforts, which have spanned 75
years of dedication to the goal of
improving the lives of individuals
with
mental
and
physical

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, rooing, tree work
436-2642.

7534916

This is by no means an impossible task, however. The bidding
speak/for itselfand the missing cards
are apt to be exactly where the bidding indicates they are.
East is practically sure to have
seven hearta for his leap to four, and
West's treasures,considering his bidding, probably consist of a spade suit
headed. by the A-J. If so, the play
becomes merely an exercise in good
technique.
East wins the heart lead with the
jack and continues with a heart which
you ruff with the ten. Taking a longdistance view of the situation, you
cash the A-K ofdiamonds before leading a club to the eight. Next you ruff
a diamond high, lead a club to the
nine,and ruffdummy's last diamond
in order to run West outofdiamonds.
Having attended to these preliminaries, you draw West's last
trump,reducing his hand to the A-J9-7 of spades. By this time you are
down to the Q-10-5 of spades and a
trump, while dummy has the K-4-2
of spades and a heart.
Now you lead the queen ofspades
and West has had it. If he takes the
queen he must return a spade and
your ten and king become tricks. If
he ducks the queen you simply play
another spade towards the king.

It's not difficult to makefive clubs
on this deal if you see all four hands.
All you have to do is to time your
plays properly to avoid hieing two
spade tricks.
But to make the contract without
seeing the opposing hands is quite a
chore, since it requires visualizing
the East-West cards precisely and
then taking advantage ofthat knowledge.

LI

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
non t ait Until Your l'arking Lot Deteriorates.
Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
use (ink comiin$ r$ la; sl aler that lasts I times longer than retail sea!Cr %1P
guarantee a rot( ssional, It an. neat !oh o ith the latest applicalany, equipment
toslas for trei estimates

Murray Paving Company
QuAllft$ no$

Si Last Main

'

I f Pa$4•••

Nturr.i‘

7'0-0111

Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles
1993 Chevrolet Corsica LT
12,000 Miles, V-6, Automatic, White with Blue
Cloth

1993 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado Cony.
Leather, Full Power, Ground Effects, 10,000
Miles

1993- Chevrolet Corsical_T
14,000 Miles, Lt. Blue, V-6 Engine, Sharp

1992 Plymouth Laser
Teal Green, 23,000 Miles, Sunroof, 5-Speed,
Cassette

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
White with Burgundy Cloth, 17,000 Miles, New
Car Trade

1991 Chevrolet S-10 Tahoe
4.3 Liter Automatic, Power Windows, Topper,
Clean, 14,000 Miles

1991 Dodge, Dynasty
44,000 Miles, 3.3 Liter Engine, Full Power, White
with Beige Cloth

1991 Chrysler Fifth Ave.
White with Blue Cloth, 49,000 Miles, Full Power

1989 BMW 325IX
All Wheel Drive, 45,000 Miles, 1-Owner, White,5
Speed

1989 Lincoln Town Car
Signature Series, 52,000 Miles, Light Blue, Blue
Cloth
ilhcitt'l Pr It

t,0Aos v.v-rt to be

C3

or Vock
•

am. PEPPERS •

CHEVROLET 600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 193 • Parts.
Goa
642-3900 • 1400-323-3229
scezerncoe
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MURRAY LEDGER 11 TIMES

MAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated PPM
LOOKING BACK
Today is Thursday. Aug. 19.
Tea years ago
the 231u day of 1993. There
Mas
on.
are 134
days left in the year.
Ohi
o.
Murray City Council and
Cable
Thirty years ago
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago
Commission members
Forty years ago
joined
Members of Sevent
Fir
e
On Aug. 19, 1812. the US
dam
age
d
a
members of Murray Cab
body shop on Eig
h
Pic
tur
and
ed is an artist's concepS Constitution - also known as
levision North Seventh
hth Grade and Teen
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Old
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o
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.
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IS.
On this date:
Tour at
city's new cable sys
tem.
Cave National Park on Mamoth Street will be when constniction
Hollis Miller talked
In 1848. the New York Her
Murray-Calloway County
Aug. 15. is completed.
abo
ut
ald reported the discovery of
They
Hos- "Rumors" at the
gold in
California.
pital received its S85
Ladies Night and were accompanied by Mr.
Ralph V. Horton. boilerman
0,0
00 Cat- Program of Murray
Mrs. Rob Gingles.
In 1929. the comedy program "A
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n
thir
Mr.
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d class, United States Navy,
equ
n
and
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b.
ent
mos and Andy." starring Fre
yesterday. Mac Paulette Ros
eman
Gosden and Charles Correll,
s of Calloway Coun- Mrs. Ernest Madrey and Men son of Mr. and
Hulse, unit operator.
made its network radio debut
Mrs. Virgil C.
and Terry ty High School
Sims, Calloway County
on NBC.
In 1974. U.S. Ambassador Rodger
and Dale ChadTatlock, chief technicia
4-H Club Horton. is serving aboard
P. Davies was fatally wounde
Age
n,
nt.
the
are
pic- wick of Murray Hig
d
by a bullet that penetrated the Ame
tured helping to unl
anti-aircraft cruiser. USS Jun
h School
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,
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e
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ed as recipients of the
Recent births reported
.
during an anti-American protes
equipment.
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In 1976. President Gerald R. For
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pital include a boy to
ips for 1983.
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d won the Republican presidential
Mr. port of Genoa. Italy.
Madrey
Marilyn Wisehart and
nomination at the party's con
have returned home
Harry Sparks. W.B. Moserg and
Thomas and Mrs. Edison Moore, a girl to
vention in Kansas City.
after a Euro- J. Franklin
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pean tour of seven
Toni Venable, all of Muf
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,
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a
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an naval exercise.
Charles tucky Education Association
land and
Births reported include a
In 1991, Soviet hard-liners ann
England.
girt to Elkins, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leadership Conference held at
ounced that President Mikhail
Mr. and Mrs. Rex D.
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S.
It took three sets
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m power. Russian federation Pres
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Ten years ago: Southeastern Tex
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ROMS
1 Drone; buzz
4 Take unlawfully
9 Viper
12 Ginger 13 Uncanny
14 Meadow
15 Affirmative
118 Wine cups
17 Frolic
18 Aids
20 Father
21 With: prefix
23 The Mon
24 Becomes
aware of
28 Male sheep
30 Most inclined
to sleep
32 Brother of
Jacob
34 Exist
35 Crate
38 Twisted
39 Deface
40 Harden

41 Bushy chimp
43 Old pronoun
44 Army off.
45 Choir voice
47 Solicitude
50 Cistern
51 Night bird
54 Time gone by
55 Street show
56 Capuchin
monkey
57 Seine
58 Conveniently
new
59 Sight organ
DOWN
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entangled
4 Closed
securely
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time
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DEAR DR GOTT My 49 yea
r old
brother has been diagnosed with
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article
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11 Remunerate
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Amyloidosis is diagnosed by biop
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dly deli'
riorate.
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DEATHS
William P. (Jack) Solomon

Mrs. Bertie
Alice Nelson
Mrs. Bertie Alice Nelson,
79, Benton, died Wednesday at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was the widow of William Davis Nelson. Born Jan.
14, 1914, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the
late Boone Jeffrey and Nancy
Bell Alexander Jeffrey. Four
sisters and two brothers also
preceded her in death.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Joan Tress,
Benton, and Mrs. Brooks Collie and husband, Ron, Dexter,
two sons, Billy D. Nelson and
wife, Virginia, and Wayne
Nelson and wife, Linda, all of
Benton; seven grandchildren;
nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Paul Bogard and the
Rev.Mike Littrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Fairdealing Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

J. D. Rogers
Services for J. D. Rogers
are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev, James
Lawson is officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Dewey Hall,
Lenon Hall, Euel Bray, J.D.
Waldrop, Charles Gibbs and
Joe B. Adams. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Rogers, 81, of Farmer
Avenue, Murray, died Tuesday
at 10:05 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mable Story Rogers; one
son, Jimmy Darrell Rogers,
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Lockie
Foster, Murray; one brother,
R.B. Rogers, Cape Coral, Fla.;
two grandsons, Danny Rogers,
Murray, and Don Rogers, Rt.
4, Murray; two greatgrandchildren.

Funeral rites for William P. (Jack) Solomon are today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Phil Porter is officiating. Burial will follow in Wilson
Cemetery.
Mr. Solomon, 64, Hopkinsville, formerly of Marshall County,
died Monday at 7:50 p.m. at Trinity Hospital, Erin. Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Barbara Sue Moore.
Hopkinsvilk; two sons, Ronnie Solomon and Larry Solomon,
both of Longview, Texas; two brothers, Rufus (Pete) Solomon,
Benton, and Chancy W. Solomon, Murray; seven grandchildren:
several nieces and nephews.
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The funeral for John Ed Turner was today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
RJ. Burpoe officiated. Burial was in Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Turner, 71, Rt. 5, Benton, dicd Monday about 10 a.m.
at a location on Rt. 1, Benton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gail Elizabeth Barus,
Hobart, Ind.; one son, Wayne A. Turner, Hammond, Ind.; two
sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Did, Kirksey, and Mrs. Donna Adams,
Farmington; four grandchildren.

Bonnie Mae Maupin
Bonnie Mae Maupin, 13, died Friday at Mid Michigan Regional Medical Center, Midland, Mich.
She was born April 1, 1980, at Paducah and moved to Midland in 1982. She attended State Street School, Sugnct School
and Ashman School.
Survivors include her mother, Cheryl Lynn Maupin, Midland;
her father, Don Maupin, her paternal grandmother, Mrs. Iola
Maupin, her maternal grandparents, Lloyd and Graycc McKinney, and her brother, Jesse Maupin, all of Murray. Her paternal
grandfather, J.C. Maupin, died Aug. 8, 1993.
Services were conducted at 6 p.m. Tuesday at Wilson Miller
Funeral Home, Midland.
Memorials may be sent to Midland, Mich., to the Association
for Retarded Citizens or Midland Gladwin Community Mental
Health Services.
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John Ed Turner

Adapter Plugs
European/American
Adapters
Extension
on cords
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TREAS First

Treas Lumber Dofit center
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7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
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Your Home Iaveseaseet Compass, Mese ill54
Mon.-Fri. 7304; Sat. 8-4; Sun. 1•11
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only • Other Locations — Benton and Lake City
SS= •••

Need extra cash...advertise in classifieds
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We're Awesome!!
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